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unique opportunity as a citizen from one of the most educated and wealthy nations in 

the world. Although when I arrived in Africa, I was satisfied making a good wage in 

industry with a MS degree, when I left Africa I had a drive to get a PhD and to be the 

best that I could and go as far as I could in order to one day create bridges in 

developing countries like Malawi to help lift my brothers and sisters out of material 

poverty while showing my fellow Americans what joy really means. Malawi is considered 
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We must plant the sea and herd its animals using the sea as farmers instead of hunters. 

That is what civilization is all about – farming replacing hunting.  

--Jacques Cousteau 

 

If you have men who will only come if they know there is a good road, I don’t want them. 

I want men who will come if there is no road at all.  

--David Livingston 

 

Stay hungry. Stay foolish 

--Steve Jobs 
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The majority of vertebrate species diversity are within fish. Marine fish occupy a 

diverse array of ecological niches including a wide range of salinity tolerance, oxygen 

tolerance, temperature, depth, desiccation, and light. Fish also have adapted a range of 

biological traits including varying trophic level, morphology, swimming performance, and 

reproduction.  
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 The microbiome, the total aggregation of microscopic organisms including fungi, 

bacteria, archaea, and viruses in a specified environment, has largely been studied in 

mammals, particularly humans from which many associations to disease and health 

have been demonstrated. Fish microbiome research has largely focused on the gut 

environment from freshwater captive populations including farmed carp, tilapia, and 

catfish with marine studies primarily limited to food fish such as salmon.  

 The goal of this dissertation was to develop and apply microbiome tools including 

sampling methods, DNA extraction, and library preparation (16S and WGSS, whole 

genome shotgun sequencing) which could be deployed to study a wide range of 

questions surrounding the parameters which influence the fish mucosal microbiome.   

With these set of tools, I have asked 1) how do intentional anthropogenic impacts to the 

water column (organic fertilizer) influence fish gastrointestinal communities, 2) how body 

sites differ in mucosal communities and changes across environmental gradients, 3) 

feasibility of developing a model marine fish to use in microbiome experiments to mimic 

tuna, 4) how the hatchery built environment influences fish mucosal microbiota. 

 My dissertation can be summarized by several key findings. First, the mucosal 

environments of fish are highly differentiated in that the gill, skin, and digesta 

communities from the same species of fish are colonized by a large range of 

phylogenetically diverse microbes. In a freshwater system, organic inputs do influence 

the fish gut communities but indirectly through nutrient changes. In a wild marine fish, 

body sites are impacted by different environmental gradients with external body sites 

like the gill and skin most influenced by temporally variable environmental conditions 

including sea water temperature. In both freshwater and marine indoor hatchery 
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systems, the built environment plays a critical role in influencing or being influenced by 

the fish mucosal microbiome. 

 



 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 Seafood accounts for 27% of total animal protein harvested globally, contributing 

171 million metric tonnes per year, second to pigs at 173 MMT [1]. Production from wild 

caught fisheries has stabilized over the past 30 years while aquaculture is the fastest 

growing agricultural sector globally with the majority of aquaculture occurring in 

freshwater systems. Freshwater demand however, is increasing to support growing 

populations requirements for drinking water and irrigation for agriculture. Coastal marine 

environments are increasingly being utilized around the world to grow macroalgae, 

shellfish, and high value finfish in sea pens. While marine aquaculture is increasing 

worldwide, growth in the US has been very slow. While the first US marine finfish 

aquaculture operation was recently approved to commence in San Diego CA with the 

rearing of yellowtail amberjack Seriola lalandi, it has been met with public resistance due 

to fears of environmental degradation through disease transmission. One of the primary 

environmental concerns with mariculture and particularly finfish culture is the use of 

antibiotics to prevent disease and maintain fish health as antibiotic resistance can quickly 

spread horizontally in aquatic ecosystems. Thus, understanding and developing novel 

strategies to prevent disease in these marine systems, such as through probiotics, is 

necessary to gain public support and ensure environmental sustainability. Aquaculture 

has a variety of risks and challenges to make it more economically and environmentally 

sustainable including high amounts of species cultured (up to 400), low survival rates in 

the hatchery due to disease outbreaks, disease outbreaks during growout, and reducing 

fish meal in feeds. Mucosal microbial communities are important for the overall health of 

fish by providing enzymes for nutrient acquisition [2] in the gut along with disease 

1 

https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/QOhq
https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/dh0b
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resistance through competitive exclusion, antimicrobial production, and immune 

modulation. 

Nearly all metazoans have an associated microbiome, i.e. collection or community 

of microscopic organisms (bacteria, archaea, fungi, micro-eukaryotes, and viruses). 

Since fish account for the majority of vertebrate diversity, have extreme habitat ranges, 

span trophic cascades, live between 0.4 to 400 years, and thus developed numerous 

physiological adaptations [3], understanding the functional role (positive, negative, or 

neutral) of the microbiome in relation to the host is critical. The fish microbiome is the total 

collection of microbes living on the surfaces as residents (autochthonous) or passing by 

(allochthonous). Surfaces can include external mucosal sites such as the skin or gills 

along with internal sites including the entire gastrointestinal tract. Microbes include 

viruses, bacteria, archaea, fungi, and other microscopic eukaryotes, while most research 

to this point has focused on bacteria. 

Early studies of fish microbiota demonstrated high variation in microbial density on 

the skin, gills, and in the gut ranging from 102 - 108 microbes per cm2 or gram of tissue 

[4]. Fish are an advantageous animal for studying host-associated microbiome 

interactions in vertebrates for a variety of reasons including genetic manipulation, ease 

of generating large sample sizes, low cost (compared to mammalian facilities), and rapid 

production cycles [5].  Zebrafish are one of the most promising vertebrate models for 

understanding the role of host-associated microbiome communities in host 

developmental biology, immunology, and various disease models, by allowing for 

changes in host genetics or environment [6]. Since zebrafish however live in freshwater, 

they do not represent a great model for marine fish as the physiology is quite different. In 

https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/W49E
https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/dTbL
https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/CoAK
https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/mKe3
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addition to their being few to no good model marine fish systems, the majority of both wild 

and captive fish microbiome research [7] has focused on gut or gastrointestinal 

communities [[8–10]]. Studies of marine fish gill [11] and skin microbiomes have shown 

that communities differ from the gut and are primarily driven by environmental changes 

rather than host phylogeny [12,13]. Gill and gut communities may also be driven by trophic 

level or diet [11]. While gut communities are generally more representative of host-

phylogeny, the are also driven by environment including seasonal habitat changes [14]. 

In Chapters 1-4 of my dissertation, I describe variations and improvements of the 

various methods used during microbiome experiments. I focus primarily on the (front end) 

molecular biology aspects of considerations for sampling with swabs (Chapter 1), nucleic 

acid extraction with a focus on low biomass environments (Chapter 2), the process of 

library preparation particularly 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing (Chapter 3), and overall 

data quality control by quantifying contamination (Chapter 4). Chapter 1 is in review at 

BMC Microbiome where I show that various swab types stored in 95% ethanol is a viable 

collection method for microbiome research. Chapter 2 is published online: 1. 

 Minich JJ, Zhu Q, Janssen S, Hendrickson R, Benardini J, Amir A, Vetter R, Hyde 

J, Doty M, Stillwell K, Kim J, Allen EE, Knight R, and Venkateswaran K. KatharoSeq 

enables high-throughput microbiome analysis from low-biomass samples. mSystems 3 

(3) (2018): e00218-17. Doi: 10.1128/mSystems.00218-17. Chapter 3 is published online: 

1.  Minich JJ, Humphrey G, Benitez RAS, Sanders J, Swafford A, Allen EE, Knight 

R. High-throughput miniaturized 16S rRNA amplicon library preparation reduces costs 

while preserving microbiome integrity. mSystems 3 (6) (2018): e00166-18. 

Doi.10.1128/mSystems.00166-18. Chapter 4 is published online: 1.  Minich JJ, Sanders 

https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/gn8Q
https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/nvqX+LU25+ZTrZ
https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/hO5n
https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/slmc+0Ztx
https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/hO5n
https://paperpile.com/c/4XB5oB/p6aA
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JG, Amir A, Humphrey G, Gilbert J, and Knight R. Quantifying and understanding well-to-

well contamination in microbiome research. mSystems (2019): e00186-19. 

Doi.10.1128/mSystems.00186-19. The cumulation of these various experiments are not 

only critical for workign with fish microbiome samples which are typically low biomass 

(microbial density), but also applicable to other microbiome sample types. These 

experiments have been demonstrated or are adaptable to both viral and bacteria/archaea 

communities. Findings on contamination and overall quantification of noise throughout 

the experimental processing has guided and influenced the rest of my chapters. 

 In Chapter 5, I performed an experiment to determine the effects of manure 

additions to a freshwater pond on both water and fish gut microbial communities. Several 

questions were addressed in this study which can be found in full in the published 

manuscript. This work showed how two different fish species reared in the same pond 

maintain their each unique gut microbiomes. We also showed how manure from various 

animals including cows, pigs, and various birds induces unique microbial communities in 

the water column which also partially translates to changes in  the fish guts. What was 

most interesting however, was that the manure microbes themselves did not propagate 

and largely were absent in the water column and fish gut which suggested that manure 

inputs influence the system more as a prebiotic rather than a probiotic. The implications 

of these results are important for freshwater aquaculture in developing countries.  This 

study is publicly available here: (Minich, Jeremiah J., et al. "Microbial effects of livestock 

manure fertilization on freshwater aquaculture ponds rearing tilapia (Oreochromis 

shiranus) and North African catfish (Clarias gariepinus)." MicrobiologyOpen 7.6 (2018): 

e00716.).   
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 In Chapters 6-7, I explore the mucosal microbial communities in Scrombrid fishes. 

Specifically, I designed an observational experiment to quantify the temporal variation of 

the mucosal microbiome of an important marine forage fish, Pacific chub mackerel, 

Scomber japonicus. I sampled S. japonicus across 38 time points in one year from the 

Scripps Institution of Oceanography pier and processed a variety of body sites including 

gill, skin, pyloric caeca, hindgut tissue, and digesta. I also developed a mitochondrial 

assay to assess population structure. This research was paramount for remaining 

chapters of my thesis because it demonstrated how different body sites have unique 

microbial communities which are differentially impacted by environmental variables. In 

addition, I discovered an association of the fish microbiome with age. Mackerel are a 

great candidate model marine fish because of their small size, ease of captive rearing, 

and genetic similarity to other commercially important Scrombrid (tunas). This Chapter is 

published and available online here: Minich, Jeremiah J., et al. "Temporal, environmental, 

and biological drivers of the mucosal microbiome in a wild marine fish, Scomber 

japonicus." Msphere 5.3 (2020). As a second part of this chapter cluster, I compared the 

mucosal microbiome of Southern Bluefin Tuna from Australia (Western Pacific) to 

mackerel and demonstrate a potential microbiome similarity between these species. I 

evaluate the impacts of an important anti-parasite treatment on the microbiome in SBT 

and suggest that mackerel may be a reasonable candidate for future modeling 

experiments to evaluate new parasite treatments or treatment effects. The study is 

published online here: (Minich, Jeremiah J., et al. "The Southern Bluefin Tuna mucosal 

microbiome is influenced by husbandry method, net pen location, and anti-parasite 

treatment." Front. Microbiol. 24 August 2020. Doi.10.3389/fmicb.2020.02015). 
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 For Chapters 8-9, I evaluated the impacts of the built environment on fish mucosal 

microbiomes. My previous work demonstrated that mucosal sites have unique 

microbiomes, thus I analyzed gill, skin, and digesta communities in each experiment. I 

used controls and techniques for microbiome sampling and processing as described in 

Chapters 1-4. For Chapter 8, I performed a cross-sectional experimental design to 

evaluate the relationships between the hatchery built environment including the tank side 

and tank water and compared this against salmon body sites. I compared fish reared in 

different tanks across three different hatcheries including a flow through (FT) hatchery 

and two Recirculating Aquaculture Systems (RAS). Results demonstrated that the along 

with body sites being unique across systems, a microenvironment does seem to evolve 

within each tank meaning that there is a tank specific microbiome. The fish mucus is more 

similar to the tank its reared in as compared to tanks from other systems. This is an 

important finding similar to the ‘cage’ effect seen in mouse studies which has implications 

for experiment design in the future. In addition, this result suggests that the built 

environment may be a novel way of modifying or manipulating the fish microbiome. Laslty, 

we showed there was a positive correlation between skin and digesta microbial diversity 

or eveness (Shannon) with fish size along which also corresponded to a positive 

correlation between skin and GI mucous cell density and fish size. These observations 

combined with the possibility of modifying the fish microbiome via the built environment 

opens the possibility of using engineering practices to improve fish health and growth. 

This Chapter is published online here: Minich, Jeremiah J., et al. "Microbial ecology of 

Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) hatcheries: impacts of the built environment on fish mucosal 

microbiota." Applied and Environmental Microbiology 86.12 (2020). For the second part 
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of this cluster, Chapter 9, I evaluated the impacts of the built environment on fish mucus 

across ontogenic development in a commercially important marine fish, Seriola lalandi. 

For the marine hatchery, I show that microbial community development in the fish 

changes over the course of its lifetime which also corresponds to the built environment. 

Certain body sites however like digesta, diverge from the built environment over time 

whereas external body sites like the gill and skin remain more impacted by the 

environment. Chapter 9 has been submitted and is in review at BMC Microbiome. Minich 

JJ, Nowak B, Abigail Elizur, R Knight, Fielder S, and Allen EE. Impacts of the marine 

hatchery built environment on mucosal microbiome colonization across ontogeny in 

yellowtail kingfish, Seriola lalandi (in prep/review, Microbiome). 
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CHAPTER 1 

Feasibility of using alternative swabs and storage solutions for paired SARS-CoV-

2 detection and microbiome analysis in the hospital environment 
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Abstract 

Determining the role of fomites in the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is essential in 

the hospital setting and will likely be important outside of medical facilities as 

governments around the world make plans to ease COVID-19 public health restrictions 

and attempt to safely reopen economies. Expanding COVID-19 testing to include 

environmental surfaces would ideally be performed with inexpensive swabs that could 

be transported safely without concern of being a source of new infections. However, 

CDC-approved clinical-grade sampling supplies and techniques using a synthetic swab 

are expensive, potentially expose laboratory workers to viable virus and prohibit 

analysis of the microbiome due to the presence of antibiotics in viral transport media 

(VTM).  To this end, we performed a series of experiments comparing the diagnostic 

yield using five consumer-grade swabs (including plastic and wood shafts and various 

head materials including cotton, synthetic, and foam) and one clinical grade swab for 

inhibition to RNA. For three of these swabs, we evaluated performance to detect SARS-

CoV-2 in twenty intensive care  unit (ICU) hospital rooms of patients with 16 COVID-

19+.  All swabs were placed in 95% ethanol and further evaluated in terms of RNase 

activity.  SARS-CoV-2 was measured both directly from the swab and from the swab 

eluent. Compared to samples collected in VTM, 95% ethanol demonstrated significant 

inhibition properties against RNases. When extracting directly from the swab head as 

opposed to the eluent, RNA recovery was approximately 2-4x higher from all six swab 

types tested as compared to the clinical standard of testing the eluent from a CDC-

approved synthetic swab. The limit of detection (LoD) of SARs-CoV-2 from floor 

samples collected using the CGp or TMI swabs was similar or better than the CDC 
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standard,   further suggesting that swab type does not impact RNA recovery as 

measured by SARs-CoV-2. The LoD for TMI was between 0-362.5 viral particles while 

SYN and CGp were both between 725-1450 particles. Lastly microbiome analyses (16S 

rRNA) of paired samples (e.g., environment to host) collected using different swab types 

in triplicate indicated that microbial communities were not impacted by swab type but 

instead driven by the patient and sample type (floor or nasal). Compared to using a 

clinical-grade synthetic swab, detection of SARS-CoV-2 from environmental samples 

collected from ICU rooms of patients with COVID was similar using consumer grade 

swabs, stored in 95% ethanol.  The yield was best from the swab head rather than the 

eluent and the low level of RNase activity in these samples makes it possible to perform 

concomitant microbiome analysis.   

 
Keywords: 
COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, RT-qPCR, swab, global health 
 
Introduction 

Since its appearance in early December of 2019, Severe acute respiratory 

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the causative agent of coronavirus disease 

2019 (COVID-19), has spread to 197 countries resulting in a total of 539,906 deaths 

and 11,669,259 confirmed cases as of July 8, 2020[1]. As health officials rush to contain 

the spread of the disease, federal governments are combating the economic fallout, and 

there is a pressing need to reopen the economies albeit safely, gradually, and in stages. 

Large-scale testing and contact tracing remain key for controlling viral spread. In 

addition,; environmental sampling of microbes can support the epidemiologic 

investigations of disease outbreaks [2,3] and shows promise for monitoring SARS-CoV-

https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/1ojt
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/bV9Y+vzvH
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2. However, there are supply and cost limitations with the products currently 

recommended required by the CDC protocol for sample collection supplies. For 

example,  personal protective equipment, swabs and, viral transport medium (VTM), 

and personal protective equipment (PPE) are being depleted in developed nations like 

the United States, and are in even shorter supply in resource limited settings including 

low- and middle-income countries (3). Broad SARS-CoV-2 surveillance 

requires  microbiologic surface  fomite sampling protocols, the efficacy of which hinges 

on requires inexpensive, readily available swabs and collection reagents to support the 

large sample sizes at geographic scales necessary to inform public health policy., and 

the growing need for environmental testing will place additional demands on current 

swab supplies. 

The use of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC)-recommended viral 

transport media (VTM) places an additional barrier to efficient and safe deployment of 

screening and sampling measures. VTM  maintains viral viability and therefore the CDC 

recommends that all samples be handled in a biosafety level-2  (BSL-2) laboratory . 

VTM also contains antimicrobial agents that limit the type of research studies into likely 

to interfere with downstream assessment of the microbial context of SARS-CoV-2, such 

as microbial relationships with that may enable new insights into viral susceptibility and 

resistance as demonstrated by several recent reports [4–6]. Using inactivating sample 

collection solutions, such as microbiome assay-compatible alcohols, would increase the 

number of testing laboratories capable of performing SARS-CoV-2 screening, and 

ameliorate the risks associated with sample transport and processing. Given these 

https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/UP83+kmgK+bPrJ
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considerations, validation of alternative strategies such as self-administered testing 

using consumer-grade materials and inactivating storage media is urgently needed. 

There are aspects of both the swab and the transport media which must be considered 

when developing a testing procedure for SARS-CoV-2. From a microbiome perspective, 

the primary concern with using alternative media and consumer-grade materials is the 

risk of contaminant RNases and/or PCR inhibitors. The presence of these molecules 

would increase the false negative rate of  SARS-CoV-2 RNA by either degrading the 

virus, or interfering with reverse transcription and quantitative polymerase chain 

reactions (RT-qPCR) which are the basis for SARS-CoV-2 testing [7]. In addition, the 

ability to extract the virus from either the swab or the swab eluent must be elucidated.  

The fixative property of ethanol  could result in nucleic acids adhering to swab heads, 

reducing the ability to measure  SARS-CoV-2 RNA from the swab eluent [6]. To fully 

address these concerns, large screening efforts comparing the recommended and 

alternative collection methods are needed. However, given the present scale and 

urgency of the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak, limiting this comparison to a small 

number of viable options would greatly expedite providing guidance for alternatives to 

the supply chain this process while minimizing costs. Here we characterize the 

suitability of detecting SARS-CoV-2 RNA in experimental conditions as well as COVID-

19 patient and built-environment samples using viral-inactivating storage solutions and 

alternative medical-grade and consumer-grade swabs.  

 

Materials & Methods 

VTM versus EtOH sample comparison  

https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/87kx
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/bPrJ
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Nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs were collected from COVID-19 positive individuals 

(n=39) according to CDC guidelines and were stored in viral transport media (VTM) and 

transported to the lab on dry ice. For comparison, sterile synthetic-head, plastic-shaft 

(‘SYN’, BBL Culture swab REF-220135, Becton, Dickinson and Company) were used to 

collect nares samples by rotating the dry swab head in the nares for approximately 10 

seconds from lab members, COVID-19 patients (n=11), or healthcare workers (n=11) in 

the Hillcrest ICU, and then immediately placed in 95% ethanol (EtOH), and transported 

to the lab on dry ice. Eluent nucleic acid extractions were performed on 200 µL of the 

swab eluent (either VTM or EtOH) using the Omega Mag-Bind® Viral DNA/RNA 96 Kit 

(catalog# M6246-03), which only uses chemical lysis and does not include a bead 

beating step. For nucleic acid extraction from the swab head, the MagMAX Microbiome 

Ultra kit (Cat#A42357, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used. For the direct comparison of 

SARS-CoV-2 extraction efficiency, we extracted EtOH eluent and swab separately from 

the same samples of COVID-19 patients (n=24) with approval of the UC San Diego 

Institutional Review Board under protocols #150275 and #200613.  

RT-qPCR for VTM and 95% EtOH comparison using synthetic-tipped plastic 

swabs SARS-CoV-2 detection was performed following a miniaturized version of the 

CDC protocol. Each RT-qPCR reaction contained 4 µL RNA template, 100 nM forward 

and reverse primers, 200 nM probe, 3 µl TaqPath (catalog# A15299, Thermo), and 

RNase-free water to a total reaction volume of 10 µl. All primers and probes were 

ordered from IDT (catalog# 10006606). RT-qPCR was performed on the Bio-Rad 

CFX384 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System following the CDC thermocycling 

guidelines. Serial dilutions of the Hs_RPP30 Positive Control plasmid (catalog# 
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10006626, IDT) or 2019-nCoV_N_Positive Control plasmid (catalog# 10006625, IDT) 

were included to extrapolate human RNase P (Rp) and SARS-CoV-2 copy numbers, 

respectively. The SARS-CoV-2 N1 marker gene was used for detection and quantitation 

[8][9]. 

 

Validation of use of alternative swabs (testing inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 detection) 

The standard swab type approved for use in SARS-CoV-2 detection is a 

synthetic fiber swab with a  plastic or wire shaft synthetic head. In addition to a CDC 

compliant, we tested an additional five alternative swabs that included both plastic and 

wood materials for the shaft and synthetic, foam, or cotton materials for the swab head. 

The exact devices used were sterile synthetic rayon head, plastic-shaft (‘SYN’, BBL 

Culture swab REF-220135, Becton, Dickinson and Company); sterile foam-head, 

plastic-shaft (‘BDF’, Flock PurFlock REF-25-3606-U-BT, Becton, Dickinson and 

Company); non-sterile cotton-head, plastic-shaft in use by The Microsetta Initiative 

(‘TMI’, SKU#839-PPCS, Puritan Medical Products); non-sterile cotton-head plastic-shaft 

consumer-grade (‘CGp’ Part #165902, CVS Caremark Corp.); non-sterile cotton-head 

wooden-shaft consumer-grade (‘CGw’, Part#858948, CVS Caremark Corp.); and non-

sterile cotton-head, wooden-shaft (‘Pu’, REF-806-WC, Puritan Medical Products). The 

goal was to evaluate if detection of SARS-CoV-2 was reduced with certain swab types 

from both the eluent (standard protocol) and swab head directly (new method). A total of 

six swab types were compared and All swabs were processed following the standard 

SARS-CoV-2 protocol provided by the CDC [6]. The six swab types were used: sterile 

synthetic-head, plastic-shaft (‘SYN’, BBL Culture swab REF-220135, Becton, Dickinson 

https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/Y3Gv
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/Y3Gv
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and Company); sterile foam-head, plastic-shaft (‘BDF’, Flock PurFlock REF-25-3606-U-

BT, Becton, Dickinson and Company); non-sterile cotton-head, plastic-shaft in use by 

The Microsetta Initiative (‘TMI’, SKU#839-PPCS, Puritan Medical Products); non-sterile 

cotton-head plastic-shaft consumer-grade (‘CGp’ Part #165902, CVS Caremark Corp.); 

non-sterile cotton-head wooden-shaft consumer-grade (‘CGw’, Part#858948, CVS 

Caremark Corp.); and non-sterile cotton-head, wooden-shaft (‘Pu’, REF-806-WC, 

Puritan Medical Products). To evaluate if the raw swab materials had any background 

contaminants such as RNase, which would decrease the sensitivity, we added 600 ng 

of purified, DNA-free human lung RNA (Cat#AM7968, Thermo Fisher Scientific) onto 

each of the six swab types in triplicate and immediately stored in two storage solutions 

(500 μL 95% EtOH and 500 μL 91% isopropanol). Separately, two sets of six, 10-fold 

serial dilutions of human RNA were included as controls directly.  

The same quantity of human RNA (600 ng) along with an equal volume (5 μL) of 

SARS-CoV-2 RNA was added to either 95% EtOH (n=3) or 91% isopropanol (n=3) in 

the presence of 0, 2.5, and 25 μg RNaseA (in triplicate) to assess any inhibition offered 

against RNase contaminants. Four negative (swab only) and four positive (swab + 600 

ng spiked human RNA + 5 μL spiked SARS-CoV-2 RNA [~20,000 copies per µL]) 

controls were included. 

 

Limit of detection comparison of swabs using floor as substrate 

To estimate the limit of detection and compare the viral yield across three swab 

types (SYN, CGp, and TMI), a serial dilution of viral particles was spiked onto floor 

swabs. In brief, separate 25 cm x 25 cm areas of the floor from a low-traffic common 
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room inside a building with no SARS-CoV-2 research activities (i.e., Marine Biology 

research building at UC San Diego) were swabbed with a total of 24 swabs per swab 

type. Swabs were processed in groups of six by swabbing a quarter of that 625-cm2 

space, with each swab ultimately covering an ca. 26-cm2 area, the similar surface area 

(25 cm2) used for detection of low biomass samples in JPL spacecraft assembly clean 

rooms based on previous work in the JPL spacecraft assembly facility [10]. Swabs were 

then stored at room temperature for ca. 1 hr in a 2-mL deep-well 96-well plate during 

transport back to a BSL-2 laboratory at UC San Diego. A single serial dilution of SARS-

CoV-2 viral particles [BEI Resources: Cat# 52286, Lot# 70033548] was made at the 

following concentrations: 232000, 2320, 1160, 580, 290, 145, and 72.5 viral particles 

per μL. A total of 5 μL of each dilution, or water as a negative control, was pipetted onto 

each swab type in triplicate and then immediately placed into 95% EtOH. Swabs in 

EtOH were then stored overnight at -80°C until processing. Upon processing, an 

additional 24 ‘no swab’ controls were included whereby 5 μL of the dilutions were 

dispensed directly into the extraction plate lysis buffer. Samples were processed using 

the same nucleic extraction method as described for swab heads above, and eluted in 

75 μL of elution buffer. For RT-qPCR, 5 μL of template was used for each marker N1 

and Rp. To address potential issues of non-normality, total copies were compared 

across swab types at each individual dilution using Kruskal-Wallis tests with Benjamini-

Hochberg FDR 0.05 post-hoc test. 

 

Patient and hospital environmental sampling 

https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/n9RM
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All study patients were hospitalized with clinical concerns for COVID-19 and 

received standard diagnostic testing. Study samples were collected from subjects' nares 

or hospital surfaces using three dry swab types (SYN, TMI, CGp) under the UC San 

Diego Institutional Review Board protocol #150275 and #200613. Both nasal samples 

and hospital surfaces were collected using three dry swab types (SYN, TMI, CGp). 

Nasal samples were collected by inserting the swab into one nostril to the depth of 

approximately 2-3 cm and rotated for 5-10 seconds.  Hospital surfaces  sampled 

included the floor inside the patient’s room (ca. 625-cm2 area) and the patient’s 

bedrail.  All swabs were immediately placed in a collection tube containing  0.5-1.0 mL 

95% EtOH, stored on dry ice, and processed for RNA or total nucleic acid extraction 

(Supplementary Methods).  

 

Extraction and RT-qPCR of  hospital swabs and controls 

All swab comparison- and hospital samples were processed according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol using the MagMAX Microbiome Ultra kit (Cat#A42357, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific), and eluted into 70 μL buffer. For RT-qPCR, 5 μL sample was 

processed using the standard SARS-CoV-2 protocol provided by the CDC (Cat# 2019-

nCoVEUA-01[11]).   

 

Microbiome processing and analysis 

A subset of 40 samples were processed for 16S rRNA sequencing using 

established EMP protocols (https://earthmicrobiome.org/protocols-and-standards/16s/). 

These included 18 floor samples, 21 nasal samples, and 1 negative control. Floor 

https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/EPaF
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samples included all triplicates from the three swab types (SYN, TMI, and CGp) from 

two patient rooms (patient 7 and 18). The nasal samples included triplicates of all three 

swab types from patient 1, triplicates of SYN and CGp from patient 7, and triplicates of 

SYN and TMI from patient 18. The same previously extracted nucleic acid template, 

which was concurrently used for RT-qPCR, was used as template for 16S rDNA library 

generation (amplifying the DNA). Specifically, 0.4 µL of nucleic acid was processed in 

10 µL 16S rRNA PCR reactions following the miniaturized protocol [12] using the 

515f/806r EMP primers, and sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq [13–16]. Samples were 

then processed in Qiita (Study ID 13275) [17] and analyzed using the QIIME2 2020.6 

[18,19] pipeline with Deblur [20] 1.1.0 as the method of sOTU generation. Samples 

were visualized in PCoA plots  in Qiita using EMPeror [21]. Beta diversity was 

calculated using Unweighted Unifrac and compared with PERMANOVA (999 

permutations). 

 

Statistics and visualizations 

Visualizations and statistical comparisons performed using PRISM 8.0  and the 

limit of detection determination were consistent with CDC recommendations whereby 

samples with a Ct value greater than 40 were omitted [8]. 

  

Results 

Our experimental design sought to answer three primary questions: whether the 

efficacy of SARS-CoV-2 detection is influenced by the following three variables: 1) does 

the swab storage solution (95% EtOH vs 91% isopropanol) impact the sensitivity of 

https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/m9Iv
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/HbQ1+C3T8+29br+WCf9
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/OQkW
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/LfQw+bLHI
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/qDlc
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/6HH2
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/Y3Gv
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detection; 2) which sample fraction, swab head or eluent, provides better detection 

fidelity; and 3) does the swab head material type matter? To do this we designed a 

series of experiments to compare RNA recovery as measured by RT-qPCR using 

multiple swab types and storage solutions. We additionally did environmental sampling 

in a hospital environment with a subset of swab types for comparison. 

 

Feasibility of 95% EtOH for sample storage and extraction from use of swab head rather 

than eluent 

To evaluate the feasibility of switching from VTM to a more readily-available, 

viral-inactivating sample collection solution, we compared the extraction efficiency of 

synthetic-tipped plastic-shafted nasopharyngeal (NP) swab samples stored in VTM 

versus nasal samples collected using CDC-recommended synthetic-tipped plastic-

shafted (SYN) swabs stored in 95% ethanol (EtOH). When mirroring the CDC protocol, 

which calls for extraction from 200 µL of the eluent from VTM surrounding NP swabs, 

we had significantly lower recovery of human RNA in 95% EtOH eluent compared to 

VTM (Figure 1a; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison, VTM eluent vs. 

EtOH eluent p<0.001). However, similar levels of human RNA were recovered when 

extracting from the EtOH-preserved swab head itself (Figure 1a; one-way ANOVA with 

Tukey’s multiple comparison, VTM vs. EtOH swab p=0.3). In a subset of seven COVID-

19 patient nares samples stored in 95% EtOH, we also detected significantly higher 

SARS-CoV-2 viral load in RNA extracted from the swab head versus eluent (Figure 1b; 

one-tailed paired Student’s t-test p=0.03).  
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To more quantitatively determine the effects of alcohol-based preservation 

media, we extracted RNA from a pure, commercial sample of human RNA added to 

water, EtOH, or 91% isopropanol, and found no impact on extraction efficiency (Figure 

1c; one-way ANOVA, p>0.05). Next, we examined whether alcohol storage solutions 

had any protective properties of RNA, specifically a possible inhibitory effect on RNases 

that might be present in the environment.  If alcohol inhibits the RNaseA, one would 

expect to see similar amounts of RNA as without RNaseA added in control experiments. 

In the presence of abundant RNaseA added to the solution, 95% EtOH protected both 

human RNA and SARS-CoV-2 RNA better than 91% isopropanol. Only a moderate 

decrease in total RNA recovery was observed, at the most extreme concentration of 25 

mg per reaction, which is equivalent to the standard amount used for RNA removal 

during DNA extraction (Figure 1d).  

 

Comparison of alternative swab types against standard CDC approved synthetic swab 

Given that the performance of eluent vs. swab-based extractions in each alcohol 

may depend on the swab tip and body composition, we next tested RNA recovery from 

both the swab head and the surrounding eluent from a range of medical- and consumer-

grade swabs (Methods) (Figure 1e). The RNA yield was highest from swab heads 

compared to eluent regardless of the swab type and whether stored in 95% EtOH 

(p<0.0001, U=37, Mann-Whitney) or 91% isopropanol (P<0.0001, U=28, Mann-Whitney) 

(Figure 1e-f). The storage solution did not impact RNA quality (Supplemental Figure 1b, 

Mann-Whitney, p>0.05), although swab type had a minor impact (Supplemental Figure 

1c, Kruskal-Wallis p=0.03, KW=12.17)[22]. To compare impacts of various alternative 

https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/E4rQ
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swabs, we normalized the recovery of each test to SYN eluent, indicated by ‘1’ (Figure 

1e), which is the standard CDC approved method. Thus, any sample with a value 

greater than 1 would indicate an enhanced recovery of RNA, whereby less than 1 

indicates a lower recovery of RNA compared to the standard. The RNA recovery ratio of 

swab-to-eluent and total yield varied among swab type (p<0.0001, KW=28.37, Kruskal-

Wallis for eluent, and p<0.0001, KW=15.43, Kruskal-Wallis for swab heads) 

(Supplemental Figure 2). This difference in performance may relate to the differences in 

observed adsorption capacity across swab types (Shapiro-Wilkes p=0.1, w=0.8357; 

ANOVA p=0.0001, F=7.5, R2=0.56). TMI adsorbed the least (84.5 μL, 20.4; mean, SD) 

followed by plastic shafts (SYN: 141 μL, 23.1; CGp: 143.3 μL, 29.9) (Supplemental 

Figure 3). CGp swabs had the highest recovery of RNA from the swab head, while TMI 

swabs had the highest overall recovery of RNA when combining both eluent and direct 

swab extractions (Figure 1e, Supplemental Figure 2).  

 

SARSs-CoV-2 limit of detection comparison across swab types 

We next assessed whether the swab type used would impact the recovery of 

SARS-CoV-2 and alter the limit of detection when using non-CDC-recommended swabs 

(CGp or TMI compared to SYN). All negative controls for floor swabs were indeed 

negative for SARS-CoV-2 using N1 and N2 (Supplemental Table 1, Figure 2) and all 

‘no-swab’ controls which only had SARS-CoV-2, were negative for human Rp 

(Supplemental Table 1). For the ‘no-swab’ and TMI swab, SARS-CoV-2 was detected in 

all of the three replicates at the lowest input of 362.5 genome equivalents ‘GE’, whereas 

the lowest dilution for all three replicates to be positive for CGp and SYN swabs was 
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1450 GE (Supplemental Table 1, Figure 2a). This suggests the limit of detection for neat 

and TMI swabs is likely between 0 and 362.5 GE per reaction whereas both CGp and 

SYN were less sensitive with an expected limit between 750 and 1450 GE per reaction. 

There was a strong correlation between the input or theoretical GE and the measured 

GE with slopes all greater than 0.95 and the R2>0.96. Despite TMI appearing to have 

the best overall performance in SARSs-CoV-2 detection followed by SYN and then 

CGp, the total viral yield did not differ across swab types at the lowest dilution of 362.5 

(P>0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test) (Figure 2a). Specifically, multiple post-hoc comparisons 

showed that variation across swab-type only existed at the highest concentration 

(116,000 GE) with the TMI swabs having a higher viral recovery compared to SYN 

swabs (P=0.04, KW=7.21) (Figure 2). Rp yield was also compared across swab types 

and across viral inputs to characterize the variation in input biomass. For each swab 

type, human Rp gene was equally detected across the titrations indicating the swab 

method was sufficiently controlled (Supplemental Figure 4a). Swab type, however, did 

suggest that the Rp gene was highest in the SYN swab as compared to the CGp and 

TMI swabs (Kruskal-Wallis: P<0.0001, KW=41.41) (Supplemental Figure 4b). This result 

suggests that  SYN swabs may  adsorb more biomass. However, when we compared 

the variation in Cq values of hospital samples of nares and floor from the same hospital 

using SYN swabs, we observed Rp values that varied over six orders of magnitude 

(Supplemental Figure S5), much greater than the three orders of magnitude observed 

across swab types. Specifically, for floor samples, the Rp yield (copies per extraction) 

range across swab types was 149-3368 copies for SYN, 0-3980 for CGp, and 0-207 for 

TMI.   
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Hospital proof of concept study 

Based on the results from these initial experiments, we conducted a proof-of-

concept study in the clinical setting by performing RT-qPCR for the SARS-CoV-2 N1 

amplicon and human RNase P gene on RNA extracted from the swab head of nasal 

samples collected using TMI and/or CGp swabs alongside the recommended SYN 

swabs. Of the 20 participants sampled, 16 tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 at admission 

and were designated as COVID-19(+). The average time from diagnosis to sampling 

was ca. 4.2 days, with a NP swab test occurring within 72 hours of the time of nasal 

sampling. Of the 12 nasal samples using the SYN swab preserved in EtOH from 

COVID-19(+) patients, nine were positive for the presence of SARS-CoV-2 or a false 

negative rate of 25% (Figure 3a) compared to 14/16 SARS-CoV-2 positive NP swabs 

for the same group of patients, a false negative rate of 12.5%. For CGp and TMI swabs, 

8/12 and 5/10 were positive for nares, respectively (Figure 3a). These rates of false 

negatives are similar, as compared to the 37.5% false negative rate reported for plastic-

shafted synthetic-tipped nasal swabs collected in VTM and extracted from the eluent 

(Wang et al. 2020). As the degree of viral shedding is known to vary over the course of 

the disease [23], we compared the performance in the subset of COVID-19(+) patients 

with an NP-positive swab result within 72 hours of the time of sampling, and observed 

reduced false negative rates of 18.2% (SYN), 25% (TMI), and 30% (CGp). We next 

compared success rates across swab samples from the built environment. On the floor 

samples, the CGp had the highest success rate at 75% in detection of SARSs-CoV-2 

from SARSs-CoV-2 positive patient rooms whereas SYN detected SARSs-CoV-2 in 

https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/TwzB
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63% of rooms, and TMI in 44% of rooms (Figure 3a). Bedrail samples had the lowest 

frequency of detection, 5/16 (31%), for each swab type (Figure 3a). For SARSs-CoV-2 

negative patients admitted to the same hospital for other reasons, all nares and bedrail 

samples were negative, whereas one floor sample using the SYN swab detected 

SARSs-CoV-2 (Figure 3b).  

The observed differences in detection among nares and environmental samples, 

taken in context of results that Since our previous experiment demonstrates that 

suggest swab type does not impact SARSs-CoV-2 detection, this suggests that 

variation in sample collection from the nares and other environmental samples has an 

important role in detection sensitivity. When swabbing an environmental surface or body 

site (i.e., nares), there is inherent variation in the swabbing event which can be 

attributed both to stochastic differences in biomass (human cells, dust, etc.) and the 

overall assay (nucleic acid extraction and RT-qPCR). To evaluate if certain sampling 

locations or swab types were more variable than others, we calculated the intra-assay 

coefficient of variance (CV) of the Cq values. The CV was significantly higher in patient 

nasal samples compared to control (RNA spike-in) samples (P=0.0018), with a median 

difference in variance of 2.5 (Supplemental S6a). Swab types also demonstrated an 

effect with CGp and SYN differences being significant as compared to the control 

(P=0.0012) (Supplemental Figures S6b).  

 

Microbiome analysis  

To determine the feasibility of co-opting nucleic acid for microbiome processing, 

we processed a subset of samples (n=40) spanning a total of three patients, two sample 
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types (floor and nasal) and the three swab types. After processing with Deblur, the total 

number of reads per sample were compared (Figure 4a). Read counts were highly 

variable across sample types and for each patient but were consistent within the swab 

types for each comparison. For floor samples in patient room 18, SYN swabs had the 

highest number of reads followed by TMI and CGp. For nasal samples however, patient 

1 had the higher read counts from TMI while patient 7 and 18 both showed slightly lower 

read counts for SYN swabs as compared to alternative swabs. The differences were 

minor however and are primarily differentiated by patient room (Figure 4a). After 

rarifying to 5000 reads a PCoA plot was generated from using Unweighted UniFrac 

distances (Figure 4b). Samples which were collected using different swab types 

clustered together when controlling for patient room and sample type, suggesting 

indicating that the swab type used does not have a negative impact on microbiome 

analysis (Figure 4b). When analyzing all samples together, sample_type (floor vs nasal) 

and patient number (7 vs 18) were both significant drivers of the microbiome community 

(sample_type: PERMANOVA n=24, group=2, P=0.001, Fstat=6.94; patient_num 

PERMANOVA n=24, group=2, P=0.001, Fstat=6.92)  whereas swab type did not have 

an effect (P=0.164). Distances between swab types were lower than distances between 

patients for both floor (Supplemental Figure S7a) and nasal (Supplemental Figure S7b) 

samples, with patient 7 exhibiting higher variation than patient 18. Floor samples 

generally had a higher microbial diversity compared to nasal swabs, with 

Staphylococcus, Corynebacterium, Pseudomonas, Streptococcus, and 

Enterobacteriaceae being the more dominant taxa. Nasal samples however were mostly 
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enriched by either Staphylococcus or Corynebacterium, with patient 7 having a higher 

abundance of Lawsonella (Figure 4c).   

 

Discussion 

When assessing whether it will be possible to adapts and switch collection 

methodology to enable more affordable, more widely available, and more inter-assay 

compatible collection methods for SARS-CoV-2 monitoring, it is key to understand the 

feasibility of using both alternative swabs and sample storage solutions. Here we 

provide evidence that the variation observed in a given SARSs-CoV-2 experiment is 

primarily driven by the time and method of sample collection rather than by the swab 

type, storage solution, and subsequent extraction and RT-qPCR. When using alcohol-

based storage solutions, we demonstrate that the nucleic acid or viral particles tend to 

become enriched on the swab head rather than the eluent and thus we recommend 

extracting directly from the swab head itself. We demonstrate that RNA can be 

successfully extracted from consumer-grade swabs stored in alcohol without 

compromising RNA integrity or yield. Of note, wooden-shafted swabs performed poorly 

only when extracting from the eluent, suggesting that RNA adsorption onto the shaft, 

rather than RT-qPCR inhibitors, may be the source of interference with current eluent-

based testing methods for this swab type. As cotton-tipped swabs and alcohol-based 

storage solutions are compatible with standard microbiome- and metabolome analyses 

not feasible with VTM, these alternatives could enable more widespread assessment of 

the microbial context of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in human and environmental samples, 

including associated microbiome features.  
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We also provide preliminary evidence that nasal samples collected using more 

widely available, consumer-grade, cotton-tipped swabs can be used to detect SARS-

CoV-2 in the clinical setting. As cotton-tipped TMI swabs had only a marginally reduced 

performance compared to CDC-compliant SYN swabs for nasal samples compared to 

NP results, these swabs provide the potential as an attractive alternative for methods 

such as metabolomics that are complicated by the background from incompatible with 

synthetic-tipped swabs, as well as suggesting the expanding the pool of available 

medical-grade collection consumables could be expanded. Notably, this variation is less 

than that observed when comparing different methods for assessing the presence of 

SARS-CoV-2. Larger-scale testing will be needed to expand and confirm these findings, 

but our data suggests that these two swab types, in either 95% EtOH or isopropanol, 

would provide a valuable starting point. 

When considering environmental sampling, our data suggest that TMI and CGp 

swabs may outperform or at least are similar to, CDC-compliant SYN swabs for 

collecting samples to detect SARS-CoV-2 from floor samples. We provide molecular 

evidence demonstrating the feasibility of detecting SARs-CoV-2 from floor samples with 

a limit of detection (ca. 362.5 copies per extraction for TMI) and (750-1450 copies per 

extraction for CGp and SYN) similar to that of other published studies (500 copies per 

extraction) [24]. Additional testing using pre-wetted swab heads, as performed in other 

built-environment studies [25–29], is warranted to determine if this would improve the 

ability of all swab types to detect SARS-CoV-2 in the hospital room environment. The 

detection of SARS-CoV-2 on ca. 50% of COVID-19(+) participants’ bedrails and ca. 

75% of floors, as well as the detection of SARS-CoV-2 on the floor of one non-COVID 

https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/RQnS
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/FDSG+4ulr+asrO+c6F3+paA2
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patient, suggests increased cleaning measures may need to be taken. Indeed, the floor 

may be a potentially important reservoir for viral exposure, as shoe-covers are not 

currently recommended by the CDC. However, additional testing is needed to determine 

whether viable virus particles remain on these surfaces. Since detection largely does 

not differ across swab types, this suggests that differences seen in the quantitation of 

SARSs-CoV-2 in the clinic in a given floor or nasal sample is due to variation in the 

swabbing event itself rather than a molecular processing problem. Because of this, we 

recommend the need for standardization in medical devices used to collect both nasal 

and environmental samples specific to SARSs-CoV-2 to improve overall accuracy. 

Lastly, our efforts to quantify the total noise in a given sampling event and sample 

processing itself demonstrate how variation in the act of swabbing combined with 

sample processing may lead to variance and at times lower than expected specificity. 

Secondary infections are an important and significant contributing factor to 

morbidity and mortality in COVID-19 patients [30,31]. With metagenomics assays 

becoming more common for infectious disease diagnostics in the clinic [32–34], 

developing molecular methods which enable simultaneous viral detection and 

metagenomic analysis is critical for understanding disease progression in at-risk 

populations. Since the storage method is a critical step in preserving microbiome 

integrity with 95% ethanol as a stable solution [35], our results further demonstrate and 

open the door for multi-omics processing and analysis of SARSs-CoV-2 samples.  

 

Conclusions 

https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/jAnP+TLHG
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/hUn9+rlQx+Gf81
https://paperpile.com/c/OaeyI2/RnnW
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In summary, our results suggest detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in the environment 

could be performed using less expensive, consumer-grade materials and alcohol-based 

storage solutions. With the materials examined in this study, it is further conceivable 

that patients could collect samples from themselves, their environments at home, or 

their place of work, dramatically expanding the ability to deploy widespread methods for 

monitoring and predicting outbreak events. Additional confirmatory studies using 

consumer-grade swabs would greatly support COVID-19 screening worldwide, 

particularly in resource-limited communities.  
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Figure 1. Validation of alternative swabs and storage buffer (95% EtOH and 91% isopropanol) in 
RNA recovery and detection of COVID-19. 
a) Human RNAse P gene (Rp) amplification was used to compare nucleic acid extraction efficiency across 
sample processing methods. Clinical gold-standard synthetic-tipped plastic-shaft NP swabs stored in VTM 
and extracted from 200 µL of eluent (left, n=39) have significantly higher copy numbers compared to 200 
µL EtOH eluent from SYN nares swabs ( middle, n=22), but not when extracted from the EtOH-preserved 
swab head (right, n=18). One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison VTM eluent vs EtOH eluent 
p=<0.001, EtOH eluent vs EtOH swab p<0.001, VTM vs EtOH swab p = 0.266. b) Extrapolated viral RNA 
copy number from COVID-19 positive nares samples collected with BD synthetic swabs in the hospital 
stored in 95% EtOH and extracted from either the eluent or swab from the same sample (n=24, one-tailed 
paired Student’s T-test p=0.032). c) Proportion of RNA recovered across three storage buffers: None, 95% 
EtOH, and 91% isopropanol using commercial human RNA added to storage buffers (ns, one-way ANOVA 
p>0.05). d) Evaluation of RNaseA inhibition by 95% EtOH (grey) and  91% isopropanol (blue) using either 
the human Rp or SARS-CoV-2 N1 primer set on control RNA added to each solution (unpaired t-tests of 
95% EtOH vs 91% Iso per each marker at 0, 2500, 25000 ng RNaseA). e) Comparison human RNA 
recovery across six swab types (SYN=synthetic rayon ‘commercial’, BDF=BD foam ‘commercial’, TMI=BD 
TMI ‘commercial’, CGp=plastic ‘consumer-grade’, Pu=Puritan ‘commercial’, CGw=wood ‘consumer-
grade’), extracted from 200µL eluent (blank bar) or the swab head. Recovery for each swab type is 
normalized to the CDC recommended method (eluent from PE swab). A ‘2’ would indicate there was 2x 
more RNA recovered whereas a 0.5 would indicate a 50% reduction in RNA recovery. f) Total RNA copies 
per extraction for all samples which are grouped by sample-type (eluent or swab head) and storage buffer 
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(95% EtOH or 91% isopropanol). Pairwise comparisons performed within sample-type (not significant) and 
across sample-type controlling for storage buffer (Mann-Whitney, U=test statistic).  
 

 
Figure 2. Limit of detection of SARs-CoV-2 viral particles across swab types. 
(Synthetic rayon ‘SYN’, CGp, and TMI). “Noswab” refers to direct extraction of viral particles. a) 
Comparisons of total RNA recovery per extraction across swab types including ‘noswab’ performed at each 
dilution (Kruskal Wallis test). Comparison of (theory input Genome Equivalents ‘GE’) to measured GE of 
triplicates (mean, SEM) by RTqPCR of SARs-CoV-2. Non-linear regression analysis of each dilution series 
for noswab, SYN, CGp, and TMI swabs. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of CDC approved SYN swabs, consumer-grade CGp and bulk TMI swab 
congruence compared to clinical-grade hospital tests using synthetic-tipped plastic shafted NP 
swabs for twenty participants in the clinical setting. a) SARs-CoV-2 positive patients (n=16) sampled 
with three swab types across three environments: nares, floor, and bedrail. ‘+’ samples (dark grey = SYN, 
red = CGp, blue = TMI) refer to samples which tested positive for SARs-CoV-2 out of the total samples 
tested for that particular swab type (light grey bar). Percentage of positive tests per swab type are below x 
axis for each environmental sample. b)   SARs-CoV-2 negative patients (n=4) with three swab types across 
three environments: nares, floor, and bedrail. Same nomenclature as above. 
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Figure 4. Microbiome 16S rRNA sequencing validation across sample types, patients, and swab 
types. a) Total number of reads per sample (40 samples sequenced) after processing through deblur 
pipeline stratified by sample type (floor ‘square’ vs nasal ‘circle’), patient number (1, 7, and 18) and colored 
by swab type (SYN = grey, CGp = red, TMI = blue). Error bars represent median, IQR for triplicate biological 
replicates per sample. b) Unweighted UniFrac PCoA plot of samples rarified to 5000 reads. Enlarged 
samples (2x) indicate patient 7 whereas (1x) indicates patient 18. Swab types are colored (SYN = grey, 
CGp = red, TMI = blue) and shapes (floor ‘square’ vs nasal ‘circle’) indicate sample type. Grey dotted line 
goes around each patient. c) Stacked bar plot collapsed at genera level with top ten abundant genera 
labeled in the legend.  
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Supplemental information 

 

Supplemental Figure 1. Impacts of storage solution or swab type on RNA quality as measured by 
RNA Tapestation High Sensitivity kit. a) All direct-swab extracted RNA grouped by storage buffer and 
swab type. b) Samples grouped by storage buffer, no significant difference in RNA integrity number (RIN) 
values between storage buffers (95% EtOH vs. 91% isopropanol) (Mann-Whitney). c) Swab extracts 
grouped by swab type only and compared to determine if swab type has an impact on RNA quality (Kruskal-
Wallis test). 
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Supplemental Figure 2. Impacts of sample-type (eluent vs. swab head) on RNA recovery by swab 
used. Comparison human RNA recovery across six swab types (SYN=synthetic ‘commercial’, BDF=BD 
foam ‘commercial’, TMI=BD TMI ‘commercial’, CGp=plastic ‘consumer-grade’, Pu=Puritan ‘commercial’, 
CGw=wood ‘consumer-grade’), a) extracted from 200 μL  eluent or b) swab head (Group comparison using 
Kruskal-Wallis)  
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Supplemental Figure 3. Adsorption volumes per swab type. 
Samples tested for normality using Shapiro- Wilke test (not significant, P=0.12, W=0.8357).  
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Supplemental Figure 4. Total variation of human Rp gene detected from floor samples in limit of 
detection experiment. a) Variation of Rp across swab types and subsequent dilutions. b) total yield of 
human Rp across aggregated swab types.  
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Supplemental Figure 5. Variation of human Rp gene amplification across swab types. (left) Surface 
swabs were collected from the floor of a laboratory to compare efficiency across swab types; consumer-
grade cotton (CGp), The Microsetta Initiative cotton swabs (TMI), and synthetic (SYN). (right) PE surface 
swab samples were collected with the same protocol in the hospital. The variation across hospital samples 
is greater than the variation among swab types.  
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Supplemental Figure 6. Intra-assay variability compared across positive controls, sample _types, 
and swab types. a) Coefficient of variance calculated across pairwise swabs taken within each 
room/patient replicate and then distributions compared for bedrail, floor, nasal swab, and nasal eluent 
samples along with positive controls. b) The CV was also grouped and compared by swab type.  
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Supplemental Figure 7. Comparison of 16S rRNA microbial composition of paired patient and 
sample type samples collected using different swabs (in triplicate) using Unweighted UniFrac PCoA 
plot. a) floor samples, b) nasal samples. Swab types: square = SYN, circle = CGp, star = TMI. 
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Supplementary Figure S1. Effects of addition of cRNA on the total number of reads (a-e) and 
detection limit of B. subtilis (f-j) across all five kits evaluated. 
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Supplementary Figure S2. Low biomass amplicon library QC 
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Supplementary Figure S3. (a) Spatial microbial community maps of three common sOTUs from the 
neonatal intensive care unit. 
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Supplementary Figure S4. Spatial microbial community map of Vibrio sOTU from abalone 
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Supplementary Figure S5. Alignment of draft Vibrio fischeri genome assembled from spike-in 
controls to the reference genome. 
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Supplementary information 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 1. Cost savings due to switching from original 3X PCR 25 µL library 
preparation on the EpMotion to 3X PCR 5 µL library preparation on the Echo-550 acoustic liquid 
handler.  Reagent and consumable cost projections in $ USD of the two methods for scaling to larger 
throughput for (a) tips, (b) PCR mastermix, and the (c) complete library preparation.  
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Supplementary Figure 2. Effects of PCR reaction volume on sequencing success rarified at (a) 1,000 
reads and (b) 10,000 reads. Columns represent median and inter-quartile-range of percentage success of 
all three environments (sediment, sea water, Zymo mock community) binned per library preparation PCR 
reaction volume. Columns were compared using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test (**** 
P<0.0001, *** P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05) 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Limit of detection titration curves generated from controls to determine 
sample exclusion criteria of 1,362 reads. The x-axis depicts the total number of reads per sample after 
deblur sOTU filtering whereas the y-axis indicates the proportion of reads correctly identified in the controls 
as either Vibrio fischeri or Zymo Mock Community (ZMC). The allosteric sigmoidal equation is used to 
determine the value (read number) at which 0.9 proportion of the sample is assigned correctly. 
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Supplementary Figure 4 Read counts per sample type (brown = sediment, blue = sea water, green = 
Zymo mock community (ZMC), grey = molecular grade water ‘non-template control’) 
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Chapter 4 

Quantifying and understanding well-to-well contamination in microbiome 

research 
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Supplemental information 

Supplemental Table S1. Raw counts and summaries of contaminant profiles 
across samples including metadata 
 
Supplemental Table S2. Summary statistics on well to well contamination 
including DNA extraction and PCR replicate plates from UCSD and Argonne 
Both Supplemental Tables can be found in the original publication which is 
publicly available. 
 

 
Supplemental Figure S1: Platemap descriptions of experimental design (96-well format). Sample 
wells are color coordinated by sample type (orange = blank / NTC, blue = sink / A. fischeri, purple = 1 of 
16 source microbes). The top platemap was used for robot extractions. The second platemap was used 
for manual extractions. The third was for mock community and sOTU taxon assignment. The fourth was 
for barcode jumping testing. 
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Supplemental Figure S2: The use of antifoam (antifoam = 1) does not reduce well-to-well 
contamination 
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Supplemental Figure S3: Sources of contamination (well-to-well and background contaminants) 
across manual and robot extraction plate and PCR replicate plates (red – all background 
contaminant sOTUs, purple – all A. fischeri ‘sink’ sOTUs, black – all source sOTUs). Summary of 
compositionality of NTCs (n-48) vs. sink (n=32) vs. source microbes (n=16) processed in two facilities 
across five DNA extraction plates (a) UCSD tube extraction, (b) UCSD plate extraction 1, (c) UCSD plate 
extraction 2, (d) Argonne tube extraction, (e) Argonne plate extraction. UCSD DNA extractions were 
processed each twice thus had two PCR per plate (PCR A, PCR B). 
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Supplemental Figure S4. Determining the origin of well-to-well contamination and its impact on 
distance metrics from 96 unique WellIDs across three DNA extraction plates and six PCR plates. 
(a) Summary comparison of use of compositional (Bray-Curtis) or presence-absence (binary Jaccard) to 
describe microbial communities from NTCs (red), sink microbes (lower biomass), or source microbes 
(higher biomass). (b) Determining the effects of well-to-well contamination from PCR processing only 
(PCR replicates) compared to the entire process of DNA extraction and PCR (DNA extraction replicates). 
The statistical tests are performed on dark colors only while lightly shaded bars indicate the replicates for 
robot extraction plates.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Microbial effects of livestock manure fertilization on freshwater aquaculture 
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Supplemental information 

Supplementary Table S1. Tilapia and catfish performance metrics during a four 
week growout experiment under seven fertilization strategies 
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Additional File 1. Principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) plot of microbial beta diversity as 
measured by unweighted UniFrac distances and highlighted by fertilizer type. 16S rRNA PCoA of 
(a) water column at week 4, (b)  tilapia feces, and (c) Catfish feces. 18S rRNA PCoA of (d) water column 
at week 4, (e)  tilapia feces, (f) Catfish feces. 
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Additional File 2. 16S microbiome summary. (a) Microbial composition (mean, S.E.) across sample 
types. (b) Core microbes present in at least 75% of samples from an environment type compared to other 
environment types. 
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Additional File 3. 18S microbiome summary. (a) Total and (b) host depleted 18S microbial composition 
(mean, S.E.) across sample types. (c) Core microbes present in at least 75% of samples from an 
environment type compared to other environment types. 
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Additional File 4. Differential abundance 16S sOTUs of tilapia vs. catfish (a) 246 total 16S sOTUs 
differentially abundant between tilapia and catfish. (b) Top 20 tilapia and catfish associated 16S sOTUs 
as ranked by difference in ratio. 
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Additional File 5. Differential abundance 18S sOTUs of tilapia vs. catfish. (a) 65 total 18S sOTUs 
differentially abundant between tilapia and catfish. (b) Top 20 tilapia and 1 catfish associated 18S sOTUs 
as ranked by difference in ratio. 
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Additional File 6. Differential abundance WGSS taxonomic sOTUs of tilapia vs. catfish. (a) 700 total 
WGSS sOTUs differentially abundant between tilapia and catfish. (b) Top 20 tilapia and catfish associated 
WGSS sOTUs as ranked by difference in ratio. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Temporal, environmental, and biological drivers of the mucosal microbiome in a 

wild marine fish, Scomber japonicus 
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Supplementary information 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 1. Limit of detection titration curves generated from controls to determine 
sample exclusion criteria of 1362 reads. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Representation of shared sOTUs between major fish mucosal body sites 
(gill, skin, and digesta) vs. sea water samples taken from 10 unique fish across 10 subsequent 
sampling events spanning 1 year. S# refers to the sampling event number (s1 – s38). 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Core analysis plot describing the (a) total number of sOTUs and (b) total 
fraction of sOTUs found in 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100% of samples. 
Shaded area highlights microbes found in at least 30% of samples from a given body site or sample type. 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Long read sequencing of mitochondria amplicon fragments 1 and 2. (a) 
Total coverage per base position across both fragments across 92 samples with number of Ns reported. 
(b) Summary statistic on coverage bins per samples. 
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Supplementary Figure 5. Phylogenetic tree of near full length (14,769 bp) mitochondria DNA 
sequences across 91 S. japonicus sampled between Aug 27 2017 – Jan 26 2018. Outgroups include 
two other Scomber species: S. colias and S. australasicus. 
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Supplementary Figure 6. Prevalence of candidate probiotics Bacillus spp. and Lactobacillus spp. 
on S. japonicus body sites throughout the sampling effort. Proportion of microbial community 
comprised of Bacillus spp. and Lactobacillus spp. sOTUs across the body sites and environment over the 
sampling effort of 1 year. Relative abundance is calculated as number of sOTU reads divided by 1362, 
the rarefaction number. Any samples with 0 Bacillus or Lactobacillus reads are considered under the 
detection limit and are not displayed. 
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Supplementary information 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 1. Sample exclusion cut off determined by comparing relative abundances 
of expected target sequences across a serial dilution of positive controls. See Katharoseq method 
for more details.  
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Supplementary Figure 2. Good’s coverage (median, IQR) grouped by body site.  
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Supplementary Figure 3. Heatmap depiction of sOTUs collapsed or grouped at the order level. 
Orders which are present in at least 5% of the samples are included.  
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Supplementary Figure 4. Justification for setting a rarefaction depth of 1000 reads for cross-
species comparisons of microbiome. Samples of gill, skin, and digesta are uniquely compared 
between fish species: mackerel and yellowtail kingfish to Southern Bluefin Tuna for Unweighted and 
Weighted Unifrac distances.  
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Abstract  

Microbial succession in vertebrates has primarily focused on vertical 

transmission and ontogenetic development in the mammalian gut. Teleosts comprise 

the majority of vertebrate diversity, yet little is known about how the microbiome 

develops in fish, particularly when vertical transmission is limited or absent for 

broadcast spawners. Biological factors such as diet, age, phylogeny, and trophic level 

along with environmental factors such as water salinity, temperature, and depth have 

been shown to influence the mucosal microbiomes of fish. Here we investigate how 

various microbial-rich surfaces from the built environment ‘BE’ influence the 

development of the mucosal microbiome (gill, skin, and digesta) of an economically 

important marine fish, yellowtail kingfish, Seriola lalandi, over time. For the first 

experiment, we sampled gill and skin microbiomes from 36 fish reared in three tank 

conditions, and demonstrate that the gill is more influenced by the surrounding 

environment than the skin. In a second experiment, fish microbiomes (gill, skin, and 

digesta) and the BE (tank side, water, inlet pipe, airstones, and air diffusers) were 

sampled from indoor reared fish at three ages (43 dph, 137 dph, 430 dph; n=12 per 

age). At 430 dph, 20 additional fish were sampled from an outdoor ocean net pen. A 

total of 304 samples were processed for 16S rRNA gene sequencing. Gill and skin 

alpha diversity increased while gut diversity decreased with age. Diversity was much 

lower in fish from the ocean net pen compared to indoor fish. We quantified the change 

in community dynamics driven by the BE and show that the gill and skin are most 

influenced by the BE early in development, with aeration equipment having more impact 

in later ages, while the gut microbiome becomes increasingly differentiated from the 
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environment over time. Our findings suggest that fish mucosal microbiomes are 

differentially influenced by the built environment with a high turnover and rapid 

succession occurring in the gill and skin while the gut is more stable. We demonstrate 

how individual components of a hatchery system, especially aeration equipment, may 

contribute directly to microbiome development in a marine fish. In addition, results 

demonstrate how early life (larval) exposure to stressors in the rearing environment may 

influence fish microbiome development which is important for animal health and 

aquaculture production. 

 

Introduction 

Aquaculture, which is the farming of aquatic organisms including algae, 

invertebrates, and vertebrates, has been one of the fastest growing agriculture sectors 

(8.8% annual growth between 1980-2010) for the past 40 years [1]. Demand for 

seafood has continually grown with global fish production in 2018 at around 179 million 

metric tons (MMT), of which 82 MMT comes from aquaculture [1]. While 86.5% of total 

finfish production occurs in inland freshwater systems, with the majority in Asia [1], 

marine culture has the highest growth potential with 2% of oceans being suitable for fish 

farming [2]. For marine aquaculture growth, Australia, Argentina, India, Mexico, and the 

United States have the greatest potential based on suitable habitat [3]. Freshwater 

finfish production has primarily been driven by carp, catfish, and tilapia, while marine 

fish production is dominated by Atlantic salmon which has a freshwater hatchery stage. 

Despite the recognized opportunities for marine finfish aquaculture production, very few 

marine fish species have been successful compared to freshwater fish, due in part to 

https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/zHO5
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/zHO5
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/zHO5
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/bC4g
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/6jIj
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the inability to spawn and produce quality fingerlings in captivity. This has led to the 

common practice of catching wild juveniles and their transfer to captive rearing 

environments. In recent years, however, certain high value marine species, including 

the yellowtail kingfish Seriola lalandi, have been successfully reared in the lab [4]. The 

Seriola genera, within the family Carangidae, contains several species of yellowtail [2,5] 

that are globally distributed across broad temperature range [6]. S. lalandi, is reared in 

temperate waters across the Pacific Ocean [7,8] in Japan [8], Australia [9], New 

Zealand [10], Chile [11], and North America.  

Fish, unlike mammals, are not thought to inherit their microbiome vertically. 

Understanding the factors which influence microbiome development in fish is an 

important first step in mitigating disease and promoting health. One of the primary 

challenges in marine fish hatcheries is poor survival rates which is often attributed to a 

combination of disease and nutrition [12]. Even in the wild, the survival rate for fish 

larvae is 44x higher for freshwater fish as compared to marine (5.3% vs 0.12%, 

respectively) [13]. Wild marine fish, particularly temperate coastal pelagics like Seriola 

spp. [14], are exposed to wide environmental ranges in environmental variables such as 

temperature, oxygen, and nutrients both diurnally with vertical migration for feeding and 

temporally with changing seasons. The mucosal microbiome of coastal pelagics is 

highly differentiated across body sites, primarily in the gill, skin, digesta, and gut tissue 

with the microbiome on external sites (gill and skin) most influenced by these changing 

environmental variables [15].  In mammals, both phylogeny and diet influence gut 

microbiome development [16], whereas fish are influenced more from environmental 

variables including habitat, trophic level, phylogeny, and diet [17,18]. Diet also varies 

https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/QWjX
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/bC4g+Vhve
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/4gyM
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/hWwB+DfML
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/DfML
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/EAPZ
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/oLQ8
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/a74y
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/nUtL
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/H4IT
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/TB5g
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/UMa3
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/x7lF
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/rpF9+DfJx
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widely by development stage particularly in the larval to fry stages [19]. While mammals 

have a significant proportion of their gut microbiome colonized or inherited vertically 

from the mother during birth [20–22], the initial establishment of the gut microbiome in 

fish is less understood. Even fewer studies have sought to identify the source colonizers 

of gill and skin communities. 

   Microbial colonization throughout development of the fish is a function of both 

exposure and host selection. At the earliest stage, bacteria which form biofilms on the 

outside of the egg eventually can colonize both external and internal mucosal sites of 

freshly hatched larvae upon ingestion of the yolk sac [23]. Marine fish differ from 

freshwater fish in that they must swallow vast quantities of water to maintain 

osmoregulation, which in turn provides a large source of potential microbes for gut 

colonization [23,24]. The first live feeds the larvae consume, which in hatchery settings 

are often artemia and rotifers, also contribute to the gut microbiome development 

[17,24,25]. In larval yellowtail kingfish, S. lalandi, gut microbiome composition and 

density changes most when transitioning from a live rotifer feed to pellet based feeds 

around 30 days post hatch [26] with many of the gut microbes having anti-microbial 

functionality [27]. In a study assessing gut enteritis in farmed S. lalandi from seapens, 

gill and skin microbiomes correlated with disease state suggesting these communities 

were either responding to overall health decline or contributing to stress [28]. Skin and 

gut microbiomes of captively reared S. lalandi were also influenced by diet and 

temperature [29]. For a freshwater hatchery, the tank side and tank water were shown 

to significantly influence the skin and gut microbiomes of Atlantic salmon [30]. Despite 

the array of studies evaluating impacts of various husbandry methods on microbiome 

https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/MzaB
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/m5Fh+88ln+Xgoy
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/xQph
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/9EkP+xQph
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/9EkP+rpF9+ZFO4
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/XBin
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/ItOF
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/3MPO
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/U6ed
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/BOsy
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composition of mucosal sites (gill, skin, and gut), there is a lack of information for how 

microbiomes on surfaces in the built environment directly contribute to marine fish.  

To evaluate how the collective hatchery microbiome influences the mucosal 

microbiome of a marine fish, we investigated the economically important yellowtail 

kingfish S. lalandi. This study sought to answer three primary questions: 1) Are body 

sites differentially influenced by the built environment microbiome?, 2) What surfaces 

within a hatchery environment contribute to the mucosal microbiome of the fish?, and 3) 

Does the BE microbiome source contribution vary across age and development of the 

fish? To answer these questions, we sampled the mucosal microbiomes of 92 fish 

across three broad development stages (fry, pre-stocking juvenile, mature adult). 

Specifically, we used 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing of microbial communities from the 

fish (gill, skin, digesta) together with various hatchery surfaces including tank water, 

tank side, inlet water pipe, air stones, and air diffusers along with feed used in all stages 

of production. To our knowledge this is the first study to quantify and compare the 

relationship of the built environment microbiome with the fish microbiome across 

multiple age classes of a marine fish. 

 

Materials & Methods 

Sampling design 

All sampling events occurred in June of 2018 in Port Stephens Australia at the 

Department of Primary Industries New South Wales. Two broad sampling regimes were 

carried out (Supplemental Table S1). In the first regime, 12 fish all of the same age (130 

days post hatch ‘dph’) were sampled from three different tanks. Each tank was a unique 
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growout system with the first system being a traditional flow through ‘FT’, the second a 

Recirculating Aquaculture System ‘RAS’ using moving bed bioreactor ‘MBBR’, and the 

final tank another RAS using the BioGill filtration system. Fish were non-lethally 

sampled during routine biometric measurements where individuals were weighed and 

measured. Prior to taking the weight and length, the skin and gill of each fish was 

swabbed using a cotton swab [Puritan] and placed directly into a 2 ml PowerSoil tube. 

For these three tank conditions, built environment ‘BE’ samples were taken from the 

tank water, swab of tank side (biofilm), swab of air diffuser, swab of air stone, and swab 

of inlet water pipe. For the two RAS tanks, an additional inlet water sample was taken 

which represents cleaned water (post filtration). For the second experimental regime the 

gill, skin, and digesta samples were taken from fish along with BE samples including: 

water, inlet pipe, airstone, air diffuser, and tank side. Specifically 12 fish samples were 

similarly non-lethally sampled from three different age classes: 43 dph, 137 dph, and 

430 dph from indoor tanks. The 430 dph fish from the indoor tank were initially reared 

indoor until 245 dph following methods described by Fielder and Heasman [31] and then 

transferred to ocean netpens where they were grown for 106 days. At 351 dph, they 

were then transported back to the indoor system where they were held until sampled at 

430 dph. An additional 20 fish at 430 dph from the seapen were harvested for another 

experiment and opportunistically sampled. All fish were measured for length and mass 

with conditional factor calculated. A total of 92 fish were sampled across the two 

experiments. For the entire experiment, 304 samples were processed for DNA 

extraction including 19 controls, 45 built environment ‘BE’ samples, 92 gill swabs, 92 

skin swabs, and 56 digesta swabs (Supplemental Table S1).  

https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/Jl8B
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Microbiome sample preparation and processing 

After swabbing the BE and fish mucosal sites, individual swab heads were 

broken off into a 2 ml PowerSoil tube and then stored at -20°C for 2 weeks until DNA 

extraction to preserve microbiome integrity [32]. All molecular processing was done 

according to the standard Earth Microbiome Project protocols [33] 

(earthmicrobiome.org). Batches of samples were extracted in groups of 48 using the 

Mobio PowerSoil kit (Cat# 12888-50). Lysis in single tubes were used to minimize noise 

from well-to-well contamination [34,35]. A serial dilution (titration) of a positive control, 

Eschericia coli isolate (n=12), along with negative control blanks (n=7) were included to 

estimate the limit of detection of the assay [36]. By using the Katharoseq method, we 

empirically calculated the read count used to exclude samples [36]. For library 

preparation, DNA samples of equal volume (0.2 ul)  were processed using the EMP 16S 

rRNA 515F (Parada) /806R (Apprill) primers [37–40] with 12 bp golay barcodes  at a 

miniaturized PCR reaction volume of 5 ul reactions in triplicate [41]. After PCR, equal 

volumes of each library (2 ul) were pooled and processed through the MinElute PCR 

purification kit (Qiagen Cat# 28004) followed by a 1x Ampure cleanup. The final library 

was sequenced using a MiSeq 2x250 bp kit [42].  

 

Microbiome analysis 

Sequences were uploaded, demultiplexed, and processed in Qiita [43], using the 

Qiime2 commands [44,45]. Specifically, sequences from the first read were trimmed to 

150 bp following the EMP protocol, and processed through the deblur pipeline to 

https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/JLOm
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/2ldF
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/vZMj+zkay
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/oqX7
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/oqX7
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/OwLO+1HVM+IW4n+hgHU
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/WqgS
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/zL65
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/mIoa
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/ghon+OMEn
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generate Amplicon Sequence Variants ‘ASVs’ [46]. ASVs were rarified to 5000 reads 

per sample. General Alpha and Beta diversity measures [47,48] were generated in 

Qiita. Microbial Alpha diversity comparisons [47] were calculated for richness , Shannon 

diversity [49], and Faith’s Phylogenetic Diversity [50]. For statistical analysis, grouped 

comparisons (>2 groups) were compared using Kruskal-Wallis test [51] with Benjamini 

Hochberg FDR 0.05 [52]. To compare age of fish with alpha diversity metrics, both 

linear regression and Spearman correlation [53] were used. Beta diversity measures 

were calculated using both Unweighted UniFrac and Weighted normalized UniFrac 

[54,55]. Categorical group comparisons of beta diversity were calculated using 

PERMANOVA tests [56,57]. Lastly, to quantify the effects or sources of microbes from 

the BE onto the fish mucus, we applied the microbial source tracking software 

SourceTracker2 (version 2.0.1) [58]. Prior to SourceTracker2 analysis, ASVs which had 

less than 100 total counts across the dataset were removed to reduce sparsity and 

improve performance of the microbial source tracking.  

 

Results 

Sampling 

In June 2018, a total of 92 yellowtail kingfish ‘YTK’ were sampled in Port 

Stephens, Australia. In the first experiment, gill and skin swabs were sampled from a 

total of 36 living fish across three different indoor rearing condition tanks (12 fish per 

tank) along with corresponding built environment samples including tank water, the tank 

side, inlet pipes, and air diffusers. These fish were all siblings and 130 days post hatch 

‘dph’. Fish were reared in either a flow through system ‘FT’, a traditional moving bed 

https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/Rj8U
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/qJhg+vFpT
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/qJhg
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/567L
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/zhm1
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/6LaM
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/bAPl
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/FooV
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/hD5f+eW8X
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/OCD2+5Eh7
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/wBqU
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bioreactor ‘MBBR’ Recirculating Aquaculture Systems ‘RAS’, or a modified BioGill RAS. 

Comparisons were made to determine if there was a relationship between the external 

fish mucosal sites and the built environment and if so how that varied across the water 

filtration or rearing system. For the second experiment, fish were sampled cross 

sectionally at different ages including 43 dph (indoor), 137 dph (indoor), and 430 dph 

(indoor and outdoor). Fish at 430 dph included fish sampled from an ocean net pen 

along with fish which were transferred from an ocean net pen back to an indoor system. 

For the age comparison cohort, three body sites were sampled including the gill, skin, 

and digesta samples along with corresponding built environment samples described in 

experiment 1. 

 

Microbiome sequence data 

Both negative and positive controls were used to determine the overall limit of 

detection to exclude or include samples. Serial dilutions of positive controls indicated a 

sample exclusion criterion of 2406 reads (Supplemental Figure S1). To be conservative, 

we choose to rarefy at 5000 reads which yielded a total of 246 samples (out of the 

original 304 samples) and 17348 unique ASVs. After removing controls, a total of  236 

samples were retained resulting in 17161 ASVs. This includes two primary datasets: the 

tank rearing comparison of fish at 130 dph (gill, skin, and built environment x three tank 

types) and the age comparison of fish sampled at 43, 137, and 430 dph (gill, skin, 

digesta, and built environment). Overall, sample success was very high (Supplemental 

Table S1). 
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Impact of rearing system (FT vs RAS) on fish mucosal microbiome (at 130 dph) 

To first assess how the rearing condition influences the microbiome of the built 

environment and external mucosal sites of the fish (gill and skin), 12 YTK (130 dph) fish 

and various tank controls were sampled from three unique rearing systems. Microbial 

diversity in the gill varied across tank systems for richness (Figure 1a: P=0.0376, 

KW=6.563), Shannon (Figure 1b: P=0.0008, KW=14.26), and Faith’s Phylogenetic 

diversity (Figure 1c: P=0.273, KW=7.199) with FT grown fish having slightly higher 

microbial diversity compared to RAS reared. Skin samples did not differ in microbial 

diversity based on rearing type. In the built environment, water generally was highest in 

microbial diversity, while both air stones and air diffusers had the lowest diversity across 

all sample types. Interestingly, the inlet pipe biofilms were highly variable across the FT 

and RAS systems with the FT tank having a very high microbial diversity compared to 

RAS systems. The tank side biofilms were generally higher in microbial diversity in the 

RAS tanks as compared to the FT tank. When comparing beta diversity, the largest 

compositional differences were due to the feed versus all other sample types, with most 

feed pellet communities highly differentiated from the built environment and fish mucus 

with the exception of live rotifer feeds. Many chloroplasts ASVs were present in the 

pellet feeds, likely from plant ingredients, which likely drove this separation. Upon 

chloroplast removal, read counts for feed samples drop to levels which would largely 

exclude them from analysis thus suggesting that feed samples have very low 

proportions of microbes. The second largest driver in microbial community composition 

was the fish body sites for both Weighted and Unweighted UniFrac (Figure 1d-e). For 

individual body sites, the tank systems also had a moderate impact with gill samples 
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being more differentiated across tank systems (Table 1). Specifically, for gill samples, 

the tank rearing system had an impact on the microbial community for both Unweighted 

Unifrac distance (Table 1, PERMANOVA, P=0.001, F=2.72) and Weighted Unifrac 

distances (Table 1, PERMANOVA, P=0.001, F=11.01). Pairwise comparisons of 

Unweighted Unifrac distances revealed that gill microbiomes of RAS reared fish were 

more similar to each other while different than FT reared fish (Figure 1e, Table 1). 

Pairwise comparisons of Weighted Unifrac distances revealed the same pattern, with 

fish reared in different RAS systems having a more similar gill microbial community as 

compared to fish reared in FT systems (Figure 1d, Table 1). Skin microbial communities 

were only influenced by the rearing method when comparing Unweighted Unifrac (Table 

1) but not with Weighted Unifrac. When comparing YTK from the same age and genetic 

cohort reared in three different conditions, gill microbial communities were more 

influenced by the environmental conditions than the skin, while microbial communities of 

the built environment were highly variable across tank systems.  

  

Impact of age on fish mucosal microbiome 

After quantifying the variation which existed across tank systems at a single age 

of fish, we next wanted to evaluate the extent by which mucosal microbiomes (gill, skin, 

and gut) varied with fish age. Specifically, we sought to investigate factors governing the 

randomness vs. deterministic mechanisms for microbial colonization in marine fish over 

time. Fish were sampled at three age points including 43 dph, 137 dph, and 430 dph. At 

430 dph, fish were either collected from an offshore sea pen (n=20) or from the indoor 

environment. The indoor fish at 430 dph had been in the sea pen but were transferred 
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back to the indoor environment to be used as broodstock (n=12). These fish were in the 

indoor tanks for 79 days before sampling. Fish from 43 dph and 137 dph were always 

reared in indoor systems. At each body site: gill (Figure 2a-c), skin (Figure 2d-f), and 

digesta (Figure 2g-i), microbial diversity was compared across fish ages. Additionally, 

fish from 430 dph were separated by either indoor or ocean net pen. When comparing 

richness measures, all three body sites were influenced by age with the gill (P<0.0001, 

KW=31.85, Figure 2a) being most influenced followed by digesta (P<0.0001, 

KW=24.88, Figure 2g) and then skin (P=0.0435, KW=8.127, Figure 2d). A similar 

pattern was observed for Faith’s PD, which takes into account microbial phylogenetic 

diversity with all three body sites being influenced by age. The gill was most influenced 

(P<0.0001, KW=28.8, Figure 2b) followed by digesta (P=0.0002, KW=20.22, Figure 2h) 

and lastly skin (P=0.0038, KW=13.4, Figure 2e). Shannon diversity had the same 

pattern with gill (P<0.0001, KW=31.63, Figure 2c), digesta (P<0.0001, KW=27.91, 

Figure 2i), and skin (P=0.0015, KW=15.47, Figure 2f) all being influenced by fish age in 

the same order of impact. When comparing only samples at 430 dph, gill diversity 

(richness, Faith’s PD, and Shannon evenness) was larger for fish which were 

transferred from the ocean net pen back into the indoor environment as compared to 

ocean net pen reared fish. This effect was also seen in the skin, but to a much smaller 

degree. 

  To model age and microbial diversity across the body sites, we performed a 

regression and Spearman correlation for each diversity measure. For this analysis, we 

excluded ocean net pen reared fish from 430 dph to compare only indoor fish (Figure 3). 

For richness, both gill and skin samples were positively associated with fish age while 
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digesta samples were negatively associated with fish age (Figure 3a). For Faith's PD, 

both gill and skin again were positively associated with fish  age (Figure 3b). Lastly for 

Shannon diversity, skin was positively associated with fish age while digesta was 

negatively associated with fish age (Figure 3c). These cumulative results suggest a 

general mechanism for alpha diversity changes in the marine fish YTK, Seriola lalandi, 

whereby alpha diversity may continue to increase over time in the gill and skin surfaces 

while digesta samples start highly diverse but then adapt or reduce in complexity over 

time.  

  

Microbial compositional drivers across age and rearing condition 

Next we wanted to understand how the composition of microbial diversity 

changed over time (age) and to also determine if there was evidence for succession. To 

determine if age was associated with microbial niche differentiation across body sites, 

we compared the fish body site microbiome independently at each of the four ages or 

conditions including 43 dph (Supplemental Figure 3a-b), 137 dph (Supplemental Figure 

3c-d), 430 dph ‘indoor tank’ (Supplemental Figure 3e-f), and 430 dph ‘seapen’ 

(Supplemental Figure 3g-h). Body sites at each age group, even as early as 43 dph, 

had unique microbial communities measured using Unweighted and Weighted Unifrac 

distance metrics (Supplemental Table S2a). For Weighted Unifrac, based on the F-

statistic, body site microbial communities were most differentiated at 430 dph, especially 

in the open sea pens. This result suggests that body site microbial communities 

continue to differentiate throughout the lifetime of the fish. 
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  We then sought to answer the question if certain body sites are more influenced 

by age. To do this, we compared microbiome differences of age and tank type within 

each body site independently (Supplemental Figure 3i-n) (Supplemental Table S2b). 

For both Unweighted and Weighted Unifrac distance comparisons, the gill microbiome 

samples were more differentiated across ages as compared to the skin and digesta (F-

statistic). Furthermore, when observing the gill samples, the 430 dph fish reared in the 

indoor tank and ocean net pen were divergent on the PCoA (Supplemental Figure 3i-j). 

In addition, fish at 43 dph were also differentiated. 

  Next, we evaluated if overall fish mucosal microbiome similarity to the built 

environment changed with age and if it did, which BE sample types were most 

influential (e.g. potential source reservoirs for fish microbiome colonization). For indoor 

reared fish at 43 dph, 137 dph, and 430 dph, we compared the microbiome of the gill, 

skin, and gut to various hatchery components including tank side, water from the tank, 

the inlet pipe into the tank, air stones, air diffusers, and feed. For feed, we evaluated 12 

different feed types that were used throughout the production schedule ranging from 

days 1-12 (first feed) until harvest. The first feed type (live rotifers) consistently had a 

more similar microbial community to the gill, skin, and digesta samples across the 

different ages (Supplemental Figure S4) thus we used these samples (unenriched and 

enriched rotifers) for the feed comparison in the broader built environment comparison. 

When including all possible BE sample types, a noticeable trend emerged where at the 

earliest age (43 dph), the microbial communities across all body sites were generally 

more similar to the built environment (Figure 4a-c). Whereas at later ages, the 

microbiome of the gill and skin communities generally become more dissimilar from the 
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inlet pipe and feeds, but became more similar to the air diffuser. The digesta samples 

(Figure 4c) however, consistently became more differentiated from the BE samples over 

time suggesting a stronger niche differentiation in the gut. To quantify this, we included 

only BE sample comparisons which were consistent in all ages - water, inlet pipe, and 

first feeds - and compared how the mucosal microbiomes of the fish disperse or 

converge towards the built environment. For both gill and skin samples, the total 

differentiation of fish mucosal site to the three BE samples was least at 43 dph but 

increased with age (Figure 4d-e). The gill and skin samples both became less similar to 

the inlet pipe over time while remaining similar to the water over time. Digesta samples 

became more differentiated from all BE surfaces equally over time. To estimate the total 

impact of these differences, we calculated the effect size (Figure 4f). For the gill, the 

dissimilarity differences across the BE samples explained 34.5% of the variation at 43 

dph but then increased to 68.8% of the variation explained at 137 dph. For the skin, the 

largest jump in effect size occurred between 137 dph (25.6%) and 430 dph (61.5%) 

(Figure 4f). These results indicate that niche differentiation occurs at varying rates 

depending on body site and that some built environment microbial sources continue to 

have an influence on the fish mucosal microbiome throughout the lifespan of the fish, 

whereas other environmental sources may only be influential during early ontogeny. 

 

Determining which built environment surfaces contribute to fish microbiome 

To identify the extent by which the built environment contributes to the mucosal 

microbiome of the fish, we applied the popular microbial source tracking program 

SourceTracker2 which uses Bayesian statistics to estimate contributions of features 
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from various sources to sink communities. SourceTrackr2 determined that contributions 

of the built environment varied widely depending on both the body site and the age of 

the fish. At 43 dph, the tank side biofilm and air stones were the biggest sources of 

microbes to the gill and skin of the fish larvae, while the majority of microbes in digesta 

samples were from unknown or unsampled sources (Figure 5a). Rotifer feeds also 

contributed to the gill, skin, and gut microbiomes, but to a lesser extent compared to 

airstone and tank side (Figure 5a). At 137 dph, gill was again influenced by the airstone 

and air diffusers in the built environment, while higher frequencies of skin and digesta 

samples were colonized by microbes from feeds (Figure 5b). However, microbes from 

unknown sources had the largest overall contribution at 137 dph across all body sites 

(Figure 5b). For 430 dph fish transferred from the ocean net pen back to the land based 

facility, both air diffusers and the water column were the largest microbial sources to the 

gill and skin microbiomes (Figure 5c). For the 430 dph net pen reared fish, gill and skin 

samples were primarily colonized by microbes from unknown sources followed by small 

proportions from air diffusers, airstones, and water from pre-transfer. Common 

planktonic marine microbes from sea water and netpen biofouling were not collected in 

this study and thus is likely a meaningful ‘source’ which would fall into ‘unknown 

sources’ in this study. Interestingly, digesta samples for both 430 dph seapen and 430 

dph indoor fish were primarily colonized from water samples from the 137 dph (Figure 

5c,d). This would suggest that the water community which fish are exposed to prior to 

transfer to ocean net pen (at around 137 dph) is very important to the gut microbiome 

colonization and that these microbes remain in the gut even after long term growout in 

seapens. The finding that the microbiome of the fish digesta originates primarily from 
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water sources rather than feed sources is intriguing. It is important to note however that 

the feeds used in this study were normal extruded pellet feeds with no added probiotics. 

Results from the Sourcetracker2 analysis reinforce and support the observations from 

the beta diversity comparisons, that fish mucosal sites are influenced uniquely by the 

built environment which also show succession patterns as a function of age.  

  

430 dph seapen vs. indoor 

One of the primary questions in this dataset is understanding how the 

surrounding environment influences mucosal microbiomes. Specifically, we were 

interested in understanding the specificity and stability of these microbial communities 

as a function of ontongeny. To compare fish of the same age (430 dph) and genetic 

cohort, we sampled fish which were being reared in ocean net pens along with fish 

which had been in seapens but were brought back to the indoor facility. Digesta 

samples were previously shown to have large decreases in alpha diversity at 430 dph 

particularly when comparing the fish in the seapen vs the indoor fish. Interestingly, 

much of this microbial diversity loss can be attributed to a single uncultured 

representative ASV, from the family Mycoplasmataceae (phylum Tenericutes, class 

Mollicutes), which becomes more dominant in the fish gut with age especially in the 

outdoor seapen. This ASV was observed in 100% of the 430 dph fish yet was found in 

only 75% of the 43 dph and 137 dph fish, while less frequently observed in the built 

environment (Supplemental Figure S5a). At 430 dph this ASV made up a large 

proportion of total reads in the seapen (mean=0.71) and FT indoor tank (0.60) fish but 

significantly less abundant in younger fish at 137 dph (0.14) and 43 dph (0.02) 
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(Supplemental S5b). Thus, although the Mycoplasmataceae is present in younger fish, 

the proportion of reads is much smaller. Since these are proportions, it's important to 

realize that this does not implicate a biomass change, but only representation in 

comparison to total microbial diversity. 

   

Discussion 

Seafood is an important source of protein globally which has led to the steady 

positive growth in aquaculture over the past 30 years. Marine finfish production has 

tremendous opportunity for growth [3] yet challenges and concerns have arisen over the 

sustainability of such practices [59]. One of the primary concerns is animal welfare and 

preventing disease transmission from farmed fish to wild stocks [59,60]. A potential 

solution to antibiotic overuse in agriculture is the promotion of probiotics. The mucosal 

microbiome is an important component of fish health as microbes colonizing the gill, 

skin, and gastrointestinal tract can either be a source of infection or inversely, protect 

the animal from infection by inhibiting the colonization of pathogens, producing 

antimicrobial compounds, or eliciting an immune response [61]. Our research sought to 

evaluate how the mucosal microbiome develops and to estimate its stability in different 

body sites over time in the economically important cultured marine fish Seriola lalandi. 

We describe the potential sources of microbes from the built environment ‘BE’ (hatchery 

surfaces) that drive these changes across three unique body sites including the gill, 

skin, and digesta communities. Previous fish microbiome studies have focused primarily 

on one body site at a time, particularly the gut, while our approach aimed to more fully 

describe diversity dynamics across multiple mucosal body sites. 

https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/6jIj
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/uye2
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/uye2+uFuU
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/KdFU
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Gill microbiomes were the most sensitive to changes in the indoor and outdoor 

culture environment followed by skin with digesta demonstrating a more deterministic or 

enriched microbiome with ontogenic development. Specifically, while both gill and skin 

microbial communities increased in diversity with age, the digesta decreased. The 

progression of decreasing microbial diversity in the fish gut samples suggest that the 

gut environment is more deterministic rather than stochastic in microbial community 

composition. Conversely, the gill and skin generally increase in diversity with age which 

could be due to additive exposure and increased surface area over time. In addition to 

variable exposure to the external environment, individual body sites maintain unique 

physical and chemical properties that confer selection for specific microbial groups. 

Neutral (stochastic) theory ascribes that biodiversity formation and change over time 

occurs from random dispersal and exposure events and while it is largely 

conceptualized in macrofauna and flora [62], it can also be applied to microbial 

communities [63]. In contrast, a niche-based (deterministic) model describes how select 

species evolve and adapt to certain conditions as the result of interspecies interactions 

and niche differentiation. In this study, we demonstrate that while the gill and skin do 

have unique microbial communities, the processes for microbial colonization are largely 

stochastic whereas the gut environment demonstrates a more deterministic process for 

microbial colonization. In adult Atlantic salmon sampled from marine net pens, gut 

microbial diversity decreased as the age of fish was increased while the presence of 

most individual gut microbes were random and only a few deterministic, which was 

primarily driven by Mycoplasma [64]. In zebrafish [65] and sturgeon [66], both 

freshwater fish, higher proportions of gut microbes were nonneutral or deterministic as 

https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/JbpT
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/0yCj
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/cfMZ
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/1mj4
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/ZCIk
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fish matured (older age). In catfish skin microbiomes, geographic location drove 

community composition with most microbes being neutral [67].  

The implications of different body sites demonstrating a more neutral or 

deterministic microbiome is important for understanding both the impact of 

environmental change on wild fish stocks as well as improving aquaculture production. 

Negative anthropogenic impacts to the marine environment include contaminant and 

nutrient pollution which can cause disturbances of primary productivity. In a wild marine 

fish, the Pacific chub mackerel, the composition of external mucosal microbiomes of gill 

and skin were most influenced by temporal changes in wild mackerel, coinciding with 

temperature, along with gill alpha diversity positively correlated with age [15]. The gill is 

an important organ for excretion of nitrogenous waste [68,69] and gas exchange which 

is critical for highly active swimming fish like Seriola spp. [70,71]. In aquaculture 

settings, microbes which produce compounds causing off-flavor in flesh [72] have been 

found to be enriched and primarily taken up through the gills of fish [73,74]. Since the 

gill is a critical component of maintaining homeostasis, and in this study appears most 

susceptible to changing environmental conditions, further research is needed to 

understand how changes in the microbiome may negatively or positively impact fish 

physiology. Additionally, skin is an important physical barrier for disease prevention. 

The skin microbiomes of two coastal pelagic marine fish, Scomber japonicus and 

Seriola lalandi, are strongly influenced by increased temperature that coincides with 

increased proportions of a potential marine pathogen, Photobacterium spp., [15,29]. 

Body site microbiomes of S. lalandi were most similar to the BE surfaces at the 

earliest age (43 dph). As fish aged, digesta samples diverged from all BE surfaces, 

https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/K3LH
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/UMa3
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/2w4c+upgj
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/IucU+7KXM
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/iHrQ
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/RwBb+ZdC3
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/UMa3+U6ed
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while gill and skin were differentially influenced by specific BE surfaces. In freshwater 

indoor reared Atlantic salmon hatcheries, microbial diversity from both the tank side and 

water column were highly correlated with the fish skin and gut, but not other BE 

surfaces [30]. Understanding which surfaces likely contributed to the various body sites 

over time was calculated using SourceTracker2 analysis. At 43 dph, the biofilm from the 

tank side along with the aeration equipment (airstones) were the largest contributors to 

the gill and skin communities whereas much of the digesta microbes were from 

unknown sources. Aeration equipment in tilapia culture has been implicated as a source 

of Acinetobacter in culture systems [75]. While feed had a marginal impact on the 

microbial community of the various fish body sites, it wasn’t consistent and was 

generally lower than the surrounding BE surfaces. Although diet has been shown to 

have a strong influence on gut microbiome development [76,77], the importance of live 

feeds as contributors to the gut microbiome is debated [24,78]. One explanation is that 

the microbes colonizing the live feeds have low specificity for successful colonization of 

the fish gut. Likewise, since the overall exposure to and density of BE surfaces and 

associated microbes, including the water, is much greater than that of the live feeds 

[26], feed-associated taxa may be outcompeted in the gut environment. 

A unique opportunity of this study was to compare mature fish (430 dph) from an 

ocean net pen to fish that had been in the ocean but were transported back to an indoor 

system to be used as broodstock. We are not aware of any other study which has 

looked at the microbiome transition from ocean to indoor in a marine fish. Selective 

breeding programs rely on the ability to develop broodstock which are used to maintain 

genetic lines from previous grow out populations [10]. Ocean net pen fish generally had 

https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/BOsy
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/Ep9w
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/etic+Z5lS
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/PnAG+9EkP
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/XBin
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/oLQ8
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lower microbial diversity than indoor reared fish for all fish body sites, but was most 

pronounced in the gill. This further suggests that the mucosal, even in adult fish that are 

least susceptible to BE impacts, has a high capacity to change which is critical when 

considering time scales for probiotic effects [27,79,80]. Probiotic treatments in fish are 

common but little is known about dosage for a given treatment along with frequency of 

administration for having a lasting effect. If the normal microbial community of a fish gill 

or skin can change rapidly, this would suggest that a sustained administration rather 

than a ‘one-time treatment’ would be required for maintaining mucosal health in fish. For 

gill and skin communities, the water column and aeration surfaces contributed the most 

for indoor reared fish while fish reared in the net pens had many bacteria of unknown 

sources, presumably from the ocean, e.g. seawater. Digesta samples however were 

primarily colonized by hatchery water associated microbiota and to a lesser extent 

feeds. The opposite explanation is also true that in land-based systems, fish feces could 

be contributing more to the water column microbiome as compared to the oceanic 

conditions where feces is more quickly exported out of the system. These vast 

differences and the speed at which microbiomes develop and change is a plausible 

explanation for differences between wild and farmed Seriola [81]. The most abundant 

microbe in the Seriola digesta was an unresolved Mycoplasmataceae which was 

strongly associated with transfer of fish from indoor rearing systems to the ocean net 

pen. Mycoplasma are important gut microbes which can colonize the gut very early in 

development [82]. Several plausible explanations exist for this observation. First, it is 

possible that in land-based systems, fish are simply not as heavily exposed to 

Mycoplasma. Second, it is possible that Mycoplasma microbial density or diversity is 

https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/HR5H+ItOF+hdmj
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/eXn5
https://paperpile.com/c/U28TkD/4FEe
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higher in ocean net pen systems compared to the indoor system thus allowing the 

Mycoplasma to dominate the gut microbiome. Lastly, an alternative explanation is that 

Mycoplasma outcompetes other microbes in the fish gut especially as the fish increase 

in age. However, since the data are compositional, it is not possible to determine 

absolute microbial densities thus requiring additional experimentation to resolve. All 

mucosal environments were influenced by the built environment over time with the 

strongest effects at early fish development. Digesta samples in particular became less 

influenced by the BE over time and demonstrated a strong selective or deterministic 

pressure on microbiome development with increasing age. This progression of 

decreasing microbial diversity in the fish gut suggests that the gut environment is more 

deterministic rather than stochastic in microbial community composition whereas the gill 

and skin generally increase in diversity with age which could be due to additive 

exposure. 

 

Conclusions 

In this study we characterized the microbial communities associated with various 

surfaces from the marine hatchery built environment and fish mucosal sites across three 

important ages. The experimental design provided an opportunity to evaluate the extent 

to which the BE influences microbiome colonization and stabilization of the gill, skin, 

and gut. We found that the influence of the BE on fish mucosal surfaces changes 

across development age but is most pronounced in early development (43 dph). Gill 

and skin communities generally increase in diversity over time and are influenced by 

aeration equipment, water, and feeds at older ages. Digesta however, diverges from the 
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BE and decreases in overall diversity, primarily becoming enriched with 

Mycoplasmataceae with increasing age. Previous research has primarily focused on 

freshwater systems and only a single body site (gut). This research addresses important 

questions in microbiome development in marine fish and provides new perspectives on 

how to manipulate the microbiome in the aquaculture environment.    . 
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Table 1. Multivariate statistical comparison of impacts of rearing 
system across gill and skin (PERMANOVA, 999 permutations) 
Unweighted Unifrac  YTK_tank_system 
Body_site n P F 
gill FT vs RAS BioGill vs RAS MBBR 35 0.001 2.72 

 FT vs RAS BioGill 23 0.001 2.82 
 FT vs RAS MBBR 24 0.001 3.29 
 RAS BioGill vs RAS MBBR 23 0.001 1.95 

skin FT vs RAS BioGill vs RAS MBBR 32 0.002 1.73 
 FT vs RAS BioGill 20 0.565 0.94 
 FT vs RAS MBBR 21 0.001 2.21 
 RAS BioGill vs RAS MBBR 23 0.002 2.08 

Weighted Unifrac  YTK_tank_system  
Body_site n P F 
gill FT vs RAS BioGill vs RAS MBBR 35 0.001 11.01 

 FT vs RAS BioGill 20 0.001 17.43 
 FT vs RAS MBBR 21 0.001 11.55 
 RAS BioGill vs RAS MBBR 23 0.018 3.18 

skin FT vs RAS BioGill vs RAS MBBR 32 0.182 1.60 
 FT vs RAS BioGill 20 0.256 1.62 
 FT vs RAS MBBR 21 0.038 2.87 
 RAS BioGill vs RAS MBBR 23 0.413 0.83 
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Figure 1. Microbial diversity of the hatchery built environment along with fish gill and skin mucus at 
130 days post hatch across three rearing tanks (flow through, RAS BioGill, and RAS MBBR). Alpha 
diversity as measured by a) richness, b) Shannon, and c) Faith’s phylogenetic diversity. Gill and skin (group 
comparison calculated with Kruskal-Wallis test, Benjamini Hochberg FDR 0.05). Beta diversity calculated using 
d) Weighted UniFrac and e) Unweighted UniFrac distance.  
(* P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, **** P<0.0001) 
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Figure 2. Alpha diversity measures: richness, Faith’s Phylogenetic diversity, and Shannon 
diversity grouped per body site (red = gill, green = skin, brown = digesta). Each body site assessed for 
diversity differences across age (Kruskal-Wallis, Benjamini-Hochberg FDR 0.05). Gill microbial diversity: 
a) richness, b) Faiths PD, c) Shannon; Skin microbial diversity: a) richness, b) Faiths PD, c) Shannon; 
Digesta microbial diversity: a) richness, b) Faiths PD, c) Shannon.  
(* P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, **** P<0.0001) 
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Figure 3. Modeling of changes in alpha diversity: a) richness, b) Faiths PD, and c) Shannon 
diversity over the age of the fish. Only fish reared in indoor systems included (430 dph seapen fish 
excluded). Statistical comparisons of both Spearman correlation and linear model (linear regression) 
calculated with results depicted on the legends. 
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Figure 4. Niche differentiation within body sites over time. Beta diversity distances (weighted 
normalized UniFrac) of a) gill, b) skin, and c) digesta samples compared to six different hatchery built 
environment putative microbial sources (water, inlet pipe, tank side, air diffuser, airstone, and first feed 
(rotifers). Statistical comparison of microbiome differentiation across three BE comparisons (water, inlet 
pipe, first feed) over time and calculated independently across three body sites: d) gill, e) skin, and f) 
digesta (Statistical test: Kruskal-Wallis, P value and KW test statistic reported in figure panel. f) Results 
from the Kruskal-Wallis test for (d,e,f) depicted as effect size to demonstrate the rate of microbial 
community niche differentiation. 
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Figure 5. SourceTracker2 analysis of individual microbiome contributions from the built 
environment onto various mucosal body sites across time: a) 43 dph, b) 137 dph, c) 430 dph indoor, 
and d) 430 dph seapen. Features with less than 100 counts across all samples excluded. ‘Unknown’ 
indicates source population was not sampled or included thus would be the percentage of a given sample 
which has source microbes from an unknown location or undetermined source.  
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Supplemental information 
 
Supplemental Table S1. Sample success across 
sample_types  

>=5000 
reads 

experiment age tank sample_type N N_success 
1 130 FT gill 12 12 
1 130  skin 12 9 
1 130  tank water 1 1 
1 130  tank side 1 1 
1 130  inlet pipe 1 1 
1 130  air diffuser 1 1 
1 130  airstone 1 1 

1 130 
RAS 
BioGill gill 12 11 

1 130  skin 12 11 
1 130  inlet water 1 1 
1 130  tank water 1 0 
1 130  tank side 1 1 
1 130  inlet pipe 1 1 
1 130  air diffuser 1 1 

1 130 
RAS 
MBBR gill 12 12 

1 130  skin 12 12 
1 130  inlet water 1 1 
1 130  tank water 1 0 
1 130  tank side 1 1 
1 130  inlet pipe 1 1 
1 130  air diffuser 1 1 

2 43 
WL3 
&WL6 gill 12 10 

2 43  skin 12 9 
2 43  digesta 12 4 
2 43  tank water 2 2 
2 43  tank side 2 1 
2 43  inlet pipe 2 1 
2 43  airstone 2 1 
2 137 FT gill 12 8 
2 137  skin 12 10 
2 137  digesta 12 8 
2 137  tank water 1 1 
2 137  tank side 1 1 
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2 137  inlet pipe 1 1 
2 137  air diffuser 1 1 
2 137  airstone 1 1 

2 430 
seapen 
FT gill 12 10 

2 430  skin 12 10 
2 430  digesta 12 9 
2 430  tank water 1 1 
2 430  tank side 1 0 
2 430  inlet pipe 1 1 
2 430  air diffuser 1 1 
2 430 seapen gill 20 16 
2 430  skin 20 17 
2 430  digesta 20 20 
2  feed artemia 500ul 1 0 
2   unenriched rotifer 500ul 1 1 
2   enriched rotifer espresso 500ul 1 1 
2   Otohime b1 1 1 
2   Otohime b2 1 1 
2   Otohime C1 1 1 
2   Otohime c2 1 1 
2   0.5 mm Nutra feed 1 1 
2   0.8 mm biomar feed 1 1 
2   Ridley 1.5mm 1 1 
2   Ridley 3 mm 1 1 
2   Ridley 3 mm w vit c 1 1 
2     Skretting 9mm 1 1 
  NA   Negative controls 7 3 
  NA   Positive controls 12 7 
  Total     304 246 
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Table S2. Multivariate statistical comparison of microbial communities by a) impacts 
of age for each independent body site and b) differences across body sites for each unique 
age group (PERMANOVA, 999 permutations) 
a UniFrac Filtered_group test_group n P F 
 unw 43 dph sample_type 29 0.001 4.62 
 unw 137 dph sample_type 26 0.023 1.29 
 unw 430 dph tank sample_type 29 0.001 4.62 

  unw 430 dph sea sample_type 53 0.001 6.67 
 w 43 dph sample_type 29 0.001 5.57 
 w 137 dph sample_type 26 0.003 3.11 
 w 430 dph tank sample_type 29 0.001 18.39 

  w 430 dph sea sample_type 53 0.001 32.29 
b unw Gill ylk_tank_system 44 0.001 5.90 
 unw Skin ylk_tank_system 46 0.001 3.51 

  unw Digesta ylk_tank_system 41 0.001 3.47 
 w Gill ylk_tank_system 44 0.001 14.53 
 w Skin ylk_tank_system 46 0.001 7.72 

  w Digesta ylk_tank_system 41 0.001 6.78 
 UniFrac: unweighted unifrac = 'unw', weighed normalized unifrac = 'w'  

 ylk_tank_system: 43 dph, 137 dph, 430 dph 'tank', 430 dph 'seapen'   
 sample_type: fish gill, fish skin, fish gut    
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Supplemental S1. Sample exclusion cutoff determination using Katharoseq method for limit of 
detection.  
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Supplemental Figure S2. Alpha diversity measures a) richness, b) Faith’s Phylogenetic diversity, and c) 
Shannon across hatchery surfaces 
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Supplemental Figure S3. Beta diversity visualizations using PCoA plots of both Unweighted and 
Weighted Normalized Unifrac distances. Comparisons of microbial diversity across body sites using 
Unweighted and Weighted Unifrac distances (respectfully) independent for each age group: a) b) 43 dph; 
c) d) 137 dph; e) f) 430 dph indoor tank; g) h) 430 dph seapen. Comparisons of microbial diversity across 
rearing conditions or age using Unweighed and Weighted Unifrac distances grouped independently for 
body sites: i) j) gill; k) l) skin; m) n) digesta.  
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Supplemental Figure S4. Beta diversity comparisons (weighted normalized UniFrac) of fish 
mucosal sites (gill, skin, and digesta) to 12 different feeds used throughout the production 
process (order left to right from earliest feed to late feed). Each comparison conducted per age of 
fish: a) 43 dph, b) 137 dph, and c) 430 dph. 
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Supplemental Figure S5. Distribution of highly abundant ‘unannotated’ Mycoplasmataceae in 
digesta and built environment samples across fish age. A) Presence and B) relative abundance 
distribution of Mycoplasmataceae in fish and environment samples. 
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